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Pointer variables have long been considered useful for constructing and manipulating data

structures in traditional programming languages. This article discusses how pointer variables

can be integrated into one-way constraint models and indicates how these constraints can be

usefully employed in user interfaces. Pointer variables allow constraints to model a wide array of

dynamic application behavior, simplify the implementation of structured objects and demonstra-

tional systems, and improve the storage and effkiency of constraint-based applications. This

article presents two incremental algorithms—one lazy and one eager—for solving constraints

with pointer variables. Both algorithms arecapable ofhandling (l)arbitrary systems ofone-way

constraints, including constraints that involve cycles, and(2) editing models that allow multiple

changes between calls to the constraint solver. These algorithms are fault tolerant in that they

can handle and recover gracefully from formulas that crash due to programmer error. Con-

straints that use pointer variables have been implemented in a comprehensive user interface

toolkit, Garnet, and our experience with applications written in Garnet have proven the

usefulness of pointer variable constraints. Many large-scale applications have been implemented

using these constraints.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many tools, including user interface toolkits [Barth 1986; Borning and Duis-

berg 1986; Henry and Hudson 1988; Hill 1992; Myers et al. 1990], program-

ming environments [Reps et al. 1983], and picture-drawing tools [Aldus 1990;

Kamada and Kawai 1990; Nelson 1985; Van Wyk 1982], are increasingly

integrating constraints into their programming models. A constraint denotes

a relationship among two or more objects. For example, a designer might

write the following equation to position a circle 10 pixels to the right of a

rectangle:

circle.left = rect34. right + 10

A constraint satisfier maintains these relationships automatically and en-

sures that changed data is propagated to the appropriate places. Thus, if a

user drags the rectangle around the screen, a constraint solver continuously

resatisfies the above equation, causing the circle to follow the rectangle

around the display.

The most widely used types of constraints in user interfaces are one-way

constraints. A one-way constraint has a method associated with it that

contains a set of input variables, an output variable, and an arbitrary piece of

code that computes the output variable based on the values of the input

variables. The advantages of one-way constraints are (1) there are efficient,

incremental algorithms for satisfying them, (2) their consequences are easily

understood by users, and (3) they are domain independent.

However, the usefulness of the conventional, one-way constraint model is

restricted since it does not support pointer variables. Instead, references to

objects must be hardcoded into a constraint, as rect34 is in the above

example. This restriction makes it difficult to use constraints with data

structures that are typically implemented using pointers, such as lists, trees,
and graphs. For example, a designer of a list cannot write constraints that

depend on the previous element in the list, because insertions and deletions

can cause that element to change. A second drawback of the conventional

model is that constraints can reference only a fixed set of objects. Thus, a

designer cannot readily write constraints that apply to dynamically changing

sets of objects, such as the neighbors of a node in a graph or the set of objects

that a feedback object might highlight in a graphical interface.

Both these shortcomings can be remedied by adding pointer variables to

constraints that allow objects to reference other objects indirectly. These
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constraints are called indirect reference constraints. For example, the above

constraint could be rewritten as;

circle.left = self.object_ over. right + 10
circle. object_over = rect34

where self refers to the object containing the variable left, in this case, the

circle. The constraint will be satisfied by following the link in object_ over to

rect34, retrieving the value of rect34’s right instance variable, and adding 10

to it. The result is assigned to circle.left. By changing the value of the variable

object_ over, the circle can be positioned to the right of any object.

In our own research with graphical interfaces, we have found that indirect

reference constraints simplify the implementation of many interface features

greatly and enable the implementations of new ones that otherwise would

have been unwieldy:

—Feedback, in which objects, such as checkmarks or inverted rectangles,

may appear with any item in a set of objects.

—Prototype-Instance models, in which constraints are inherited from proto-

types, and references in the inherited constraints must be adjusted so that

they are relative to the instance rather than the prototype.

—Programming by example, in which constraints that are demonstrated for

example objects must be generalized to work with any object.

—Abstract specification of layouts, in which generic objects are laid out using

constraints, and the specific objects are filled in later, based on such

parameters as the availability of screen space.

—Animations, in which objects are frequently constrained to new and differ-

ent objects, for example, objects moving between the machines on a factory

floor.

However, the usefulness of pointer-variable-based constraints extends well

beyond the realm of graphical interfaces. There are many invariant relation-

ships in commonly used algorithms that could be usefully maintained by

one-way constraints. For example, the value of a node in a critical-path

computation should always be the maximum of its neighbors plus the values

of their edges; the interior nodes of a 2-3 tree must keep track of the largest

leaves in their subtrees; and dynamic programming algorithms must buildup

partial values from neighbor values. Constraints can be used also to commu-

nicate information between multiple threads of a dialog, to compute the

attribute values of objects, and to monitor the states of various objects.

In order to make constraint satisfaction fast enough to provide interactive

feedback, we have extended lazy and eager evaluation algorithms for one-way

constraints to handle pointer variables and dynamically changing sets of
objects. The lazy evaluator presented in this article uses a nulliflcation/re-

evaluation scheme and can incorporate Hudson’s optimal lazy-evaluation

algorithm [Hudson 199 1] for direct reference constraints. The eager evaluator
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presented in this article assigns position numbers to variables based on their

position in topological order and evaluates constraints in the order indicated

by these position numbers. This eager algorithm uses a variation of an eager

evaluator presented by Hoover [1987]. Both of the algorithms presented in

this article can handle arbitrary systems of one-way constraints, including

systems that contain cycles. Also, they can handle multiple edits to the

constraint system (e.g., adding constraints, deleting constraints, or changing

the values of variables) between successive calls to the constraint solver.

Finally, they are able to handle and continue correctly from formula crashes

due to programmer error. This capability is important in interpreted environ-

ments, such as programming environments, debugging environments, and

spreadsheet environments, where the user is given the opportunity to correct

an error and continue.

Indirect references were the key extension to constraints which allowed

Garnet to be the first comprehensive user interface toolkit to be built on top

of the constraint system [Myers and Vander Zanden 1992; Myers et al. 19901.

This includes the graphical object system, the handling of the input, all the

widget libraries, and the higher-level interactive tools. For example, a Garnet

text button widget contains 43 constraints internally, and the Lapidary

graphical interface builder contains 16,700 constraints [Myers et al. 1992]. In

Garnet, constraints are used instead of methods to implement many types of

behavior. For example, some of their uses in the text button widget include

(1) aligning the parts of the text buttons, such as the label and button; (2)
controlling the behavior of the text buttons, such as whether they are active

or inactive and whether the buttons are toggled or simple set; (3) communi-

cating information between the input handlers and the graphical parts of the

text buttons so that the appropriate graphical feedback is provided; and (4)

computing the value that the widget passes to the application. This emphasis

on constraints helps define a new style of programming, one in which the

focus is on computing data values instead of writing methods [Myers et al.

1992]. The desirability of this approach has been validated in practice. Garnet

has over 100 users in over 60 projects who have used indirect reference

constraints to generate numerous applications. Many of these applications

contain thousands of indirect reference constraints. The success of indirect

constraints in Garnet has inspired their use in many other systems including

MultiGarnet [Sannella and Borning 1992], Rendezvous [Hill 1993], and

Eval/vite [Hudson 1993].
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes how a

number of user interface applications can be implemented using indirect

reference constraints. Section 3 discusses how indirect reference constraints

can enhance the performance of an application and decrease its storage

demands, while Section 4 presents incremental algorithms for solving indi-

rect reference constraints. Section 5 describes our implementation experi-

ences with pointer variables and their performance in practice. Finally,

Section 6 describes related work, and Sections 7 and 8 present our ideas for

future research and conclusions.
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2. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS OF INDIRECT REFERENCE CONSTRAINTS

Indirect reference constraints can be used to implement many parts of an

application that are difficult or infeasible to implement with direct reference

constraints. Since our experience is in graphical interfaces, many of our

examples are drawn from graphical applications and include feedback, copy-

ing and instancing of composite objects with constraints in them, program-

ming by example, and animations. However, we also discuss how indirect

reference constraints could be useful in other applications, such as list,

graph, and tree algorithms, and in process monitoring. Yet other applications

that are not discussed might include semantic checking in programming

environments, timing analysis in computer-aided design systems, and model-

ing of various objects and processes in simulation systems.

2.1 Tree, Graph, and List Algorithms

Many algorithms that work on trees, graphs, and lists maintain invariants

that must be updated each time the data structure changes. Several exam-

ples were given in the introduction, such as computing the critical path in a

directed graph or keeping track of the largest leaves in a 2-3 tree. These

relationships can be naturally maintained using one-way constraints. For

example, any time a new leaf is added to a 2-3 tree, constraints can update

the largest leaf information automatically in the nodes on the path leading

from the inserted leaf to the root. Similarly, when a new node is added to a

directed graph, the constraints in the nodes downstream of the inserted node

can recompute the critical path automatically. Since these data structures are

often implemented using pointers, it considerably simplifies the implementa-

tion of the constraints if the constraints can reference other elements of the

data structures through pointers. For example, a constraint computing the

critical path to a node might be written as:

node. critical_path = begin
max .-l

for each edge e self. neighbors do
max = max(max, edge. vertex. critical_path + edge. cost)

return (max)
end

It would be very inconvenient to use direct reference constraints, because the

application would have to delete the old constraints and insert new con-

straints each time elements were added to or deleted from the data struc-

tures. It could be quite expensive also, since the initialization and deletion of

constraints can involve considerable overhead (see Section 3 for a further

discussion of this issue).

2.2 Monitors

A useful purpose of constraints is to serve as monitors that trigger certain
actions when data values change or exceed certain limits. For example,

constraints might be used to monitor objects moving about on a factory floor,

packets moving through a network, or data in a program. The constraints
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Fig. 1. Therectangular feedback object inthemenu and the selection handles in the drawing

editor use constraints to center themselves over the selected items and to change their dimen-

sions to the dimensions of the selected item. By accessing selected item indirectly through the

variable object_ over, the feedback objects areable toappear both over anyitem inastatic set of

objects, such asthe menu items(a), oranyitem inadynamic setofobjects, such asthe objectsin

the drawing editor (b).

might be associated with a machine, a network site, or a data structure. Thus

the objects moving through the sites would continuously change, but there

would be no need for the constraints to change. It would be easiest to have

the constraints reference the objects through pointers, and simply reset the

pointers each time a new object arrived. For example, a machine might check

the width of a part to make sure it meets certain tolerances before sending it

on. The constraint might take the form:

tolerance_ check = if part. width < min_tolerance or

part. width > mw_tolerance
then

call routine to take corrective action

2.3 Feedback

Most direct-manipulation interfaces provide feedback to the user while per-

forming an operation. For example, a rectangle may surround the item that
the user is currently pointing at in a menu (Figure l(a)). While it is generally

impractical to handle feedback objects using direct reference constraints, they

are easily handled using indirect reference constraints. For example, direct

reference constraints will allow a rectangle to highlight only one of the items

in Figure l(a). In contrast, indirect reference constraints allow the feedback

object to reference any of these menu items through a variable, such as

object_ over. This technique works equally well for feedback objects that

highlight a fixed set of objects, such as the objects in a menu, or a dynamic

set of objects, such as the objects in a drawing window (Figures l(a) and l(b)).
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Fig.2. Structured objects, such asthislabeled box(a), are built up from other objects, such asa

rectangle and some text(b). Each object maintains pointers to its parent and its children, so that

constraints can reference objects indirectly through pointers. This facilitates the copying and

instancing of objects, since the object system simply sets thepointers inthe new objects, and the

constraints reference the appropriate objects automatically(c).

Indirect reference constraints can be used also to control the visibility of a

feedback object:

feedback. visible = if self. object_over = = nil

then false else true

If none of the menu items is selected, the object_ over variable is nil, and the

feedback object is invisible; otherwise the object_over variable points to the

selected item, and the feedback object highlights this item.

2.4 Structured Objects

Pointer variables simplify the integration of constraints into a structured-ob-

ject system. A structured object consists of several parts, such as the labeled

box in Figure 2(a) which consists of a rectangle and a piece of text. Typically

these parts are mutually constrained. For example, the label is centered

inside the box, and the size of the box depends on the size of the label.

Interactive applications need to make copies or instances of these objects at

runtime (e.g., creating new objects in a drawing program, creating new circuit
elements in a circuit simulation program). These operations can be easily
implemented using indirect reference constraints, but are more diflicult to

implement in regular constraint systems.
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(a)
0c
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Fig. 3. (a) An application that visualizes binary trees; (b) a modified binary tree with the

subtree rooted at b swapped with the subtree rooted at f.

In an indirect reference constraint system, each object maintains a pointer

to its parent and a set of pointers to its children (Figure 2(b)). Constraints

reference objects by following the appropriate pointers. For example, if the

label’s parent pointer is contained in the variable parent and the labeled box

keeps pointers to its children in the variables label and box, then the label

can be centered inside the box using the following constraints.

label. center_x = self. parent. box.center_x

label. center_y = self, parent. box.center_y

To create an instance of an object, the object system creates instances of

each of the object’s components and sets the pointer variables (Figure 2(c)).

The object system creates also instances of each of the constraints in the

prototype’s components and stores them in the appropriate places in the new

instance’s components. No changes are needed to the constraint expression.

The constraints in the newly created object will reference the appropriate

objects automatically since they will follow the pointers in the instance

objects rather than in the prototype objects. For example, the constraint that

computes the value of center_ x in the label instance will follow the parent
and box pointers in the labeled box structure hierarchy and retrieve the

center_ x value of the rectangle instance.
This system of pointers and indirect references makes it easy also to modify

the parts of a structured object. For example, suppose constraints control the

layout of the binary tree in Figure 3(a) and that an application swaps two

subtrees as shown in Figure 3(b).1 The swap command can be implemented

by changing the parent pointers of the swapped subtrees and updating the

children pointers of the subtrees’ old and new parents.

lThe layout rules for the binary trees can be found in Vander Zanden [1988, pp. 286-287].
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Knoxviue

Fig. 4. An example picture demonstrating

that the endpoints of an arrow should be

attached to the centers of the boxes it

connects. An application builder will gener-

alize this arrow into a prototype that can

connect any pair of boxes.

A direct reference system could conceivably support the instancing of

objects through “creation-time” indirect reference constraints. In this scheme,
the user would supply one or more paths with the constraint prototype that

could be resolved into the appropriate references when an instance of the

constraint was created at runtime (a path would be a set of pointers, such as

self. parent. box that could be used to traverse the object hierarchy). This

approach is used, for example, in ThingLab [Borning 1981]. However, dy-

namic modifications to the objects’ structure cannot be directly handled in

this scheme because the objects referenced by the paths are not allowed to

change dynamically.

2.5 Programming by Example

Indirect reference constraints make it easier to implement systems that

employ demonstrational programming [Myers 1992], such as the graphical

interactive design tool Lapidary [Myers et al. 1989]. In a demonstrational

system, a user draws an example picture or demonstrates an example

behavior, and then the system creates a generalized prototype object or

behavior by figuring out which values in the picture or behavior should be

parameters. If the demonstrational system uses indirect reference con-

straints, then it is easy to generalize these examples. In fact, the example

that the user draws or demonstrates is already a prototype, since the object

can be instanced or copied using the scheme described in the previous section.

In Figure 4, a designer is using Lapidary to create a boxes-and-arrows

editor. The designer has drawn an example picture in which the arrows are

attached to the centers of the boxes that they connect. Lapidary represents

the constraints of the line internally as indirect reference constraints:

arrow. endptl = self.from_obj. center
arrow. endpt2 = self.to_obj.center
arrow. from_obj = boxl
arrow. to_obj = box2

The designer can save this arrow, and the application can use it as a

prototype. When the boxes-and-arrows editor creates instances of this arrow,

it stores pointers to the appropriate boxes in the from_ obj and to_ obj
vswi~bles, and the constraints attach automatically the endpoints of the

arrow instance to the centers of the boxes. The application does not need to

know anything about the constraints, structure, or graphics of the line. The

ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 1, No. 2, June 1994.
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Fig. 5. An assembly line with stations connected by a conveyor belt. A carton should be centered

above the station that is currently processing it (a), and cartons should move smoothly from one

station to the next, (b) and (c).

constraints on the endpoints could connect centers to centers, right sides to

left sides, or even use a complex formula that computes the nearest sides and

tries to avoid crossing other lines.

2.6 Animations

Often, animations require objects to move smoothly between various points of

the display. For example, sort animations show objects moving around in

linked lists or arrays; navigation systems move objects around transportation

corridors; and manufacturing systems route objects through the machines on

a factory floor. Indirect reference constraints model this motion by using

variables to reference the beginning and target positions.

For example, suppose we want the carton in Figure 5 to glide from station

A to station B as if it were on a conveyor belt. This could be done by writing a

set of constraints that interpolate the carton’s position based on a percentage

and the stations’ positions:

carton .percent = O
carton, x_distance = self. to_station. center_x – self. from _station. center_x
carton, center_x = self. from _station.center_x + (self .x_distance * self. percent)
carton .to_station = station_ b

carton. from _station = station_a

x_ distance computes the distance between the old and new stations, and

center _x contains the current x position of the carton. As the application

program increments carton .percent from O to 1, the carton moves smoothly

between its old and new assembly station. To prepare for the next step of the

animation, the application resets the percentage to O, stores station B in

from _station, and stores a new station C in to_station.

ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 1, No. 2, June 1994
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3. PERFORMANCE IMPLICATIONS FOR APPLICATIONS

The generalization of constraints using pointer variables can improve the

efficiency of an application by decreasing the number of constraints and

objects it uses, decreasing the size of the constraints it uses, and decreasing

the number of constraints that it must create and delete dynamically. Indi-

rect reference constraints also make it easier for the constraint system to

maintain only one rather than multiple copies of a constraint, and make it

easier to compile the constraint statically. The use of pointer variables does

not preclude the use of other optimization techniques, such as constant

propagation and compiling constraints into modules of constraints [Freeman-

Benson 1989], although as in compiler optimization, pointer variables can

make this analysis more difficult.

Storage improvements come in two forms. First, by allowing objects to be

constrained to many different objects, indirect reference constraints may

decrease significantly the number of objects which an application creates. For

example, suppose a feedback object should highlight the currently selected

item in a menu, as in Figure l(a). If direct reference constraints are the only

constraints available, the designer may have to create a separate feedback

object for each menu item, since the constraints will bind each feedback

object to exactly one item. Thus twelve feedback objects, each with five

constraints, will be required. However, as noted in Section 2.3, indirect

reference constraints allow a feedback object to highlight any menu item, and

thus one feedback object suffices. Second, indirect reference constraints can

be written much more compactly and elegantly than direct reference con-

straints. Returning to the feedback example, a clever designer who is working

with direct reference constraints might be able to use only one feedback

object by defining constraints which reference every object in a menu and

which describe how the feedback object should highlight each menu item. For

example, to implement the feedback object in Figure l(a), the designer might

write the following constraint to define the left side of the feedback object:

feedback.left = case month
“January”: Jan.left
“February”: Feb.left

...
“December”: Dec.left

where month is a string variable containing the currently selected month.
However, this solution has four drawbacks:

(1) Nonmodular and inelegant: The constraint must be modified if the de-

signer adds a new menu item.

(2) Space: The constraint must have 12 separate conditions and actions,

which cause the code to occupy a considerable amount of space at run-
time. Also, 12 dependency pointers, one for each object, must be main-
tained by the constraint system (a dependency pointer indicates that a

constraint depends on an object).
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(3) Efficiency: The constraint depends on all 12 objects. If one object changes,

even if it is not the currently selected object, the constraint must be

reevaluated.

(4) Dynamic Sets: The constraint works only for static sets of objects, since
the objects must be hardcoded in the constraint. It cannot be used to

describe dynamic sets of objects, such as the objects in the drawing

window in Figure l(b).

Indirect reference constraints suffer from none of these disadvantages. The

corresponding indirect reference constraint would be:

feedback.left = self. object_ over.left

where object_ over is a pointer to the selected menu item. This constraint is

both compact and modular. It occupies less space than the corresponding

direct reference constraint and requires only two dependency pointers, one to

the variable object_ over and one to the selected menu item. It depends only

on the object_ over variable and the currently selected menu item, so it will

be reevaluated only when absolutely necessary (i.e., when either the left of

the selected menu item changes or a new menu item is selected). Finally, this

type of constraint can handle dynamic sets of objects. If additional items are

added to the menu, the constraint deals with them automatically without

having to be rewritten.

The efficiency advantage of indirect reference constraints derives in part

from their storage advantage. Fewer constraints means fewer constraints to

solve, and thus, less work for an equation solver. For example, a constraint

solver that employs eager evaluation might take only one fifth the time to set

up the feedback for a five-item menu using indirect reference constraints

instead of direct reference constraints, because there are only one fifth as

many constraints to solve (a lazy evaluator would require the same amount of

time in either case because it would only evaluate the constraints associated

with the feedback object which should be displayed).

Efficiency advantages arise also because fewer constraints have to be

dynamically created and destroyed. To illustrate the reduction in dynamically

created and destroyed constraints, consider the construction of a menu using

direct reference constraints. It may be impractical from a storage standpoint

to maintain one feedback object for each item. Thus, the application may

maintain only one feedback object and destroy the old constraints and create

new constraints each time the feedback moves to a new item. The overhead
involved in destroying and creating these constraints can be avoided if
indirect reference constraints are used. In Garnet, an indirect reference

requires 68 microseconds more than a direct reference on an HP720 worksta-

tion running Lucid Common Lisp. Caching strategies discussed in Section 4.5

can reduce this additional time to essentially zero unless the pointer actually

changes. Changing a pointer requires 26 microseconds. In contrast, destroy-

ing an old constraint and creating a new one requires 102 microseconds.

Although these times are not individually significant, they can add up if
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several constraints must be created and destroyed on each mouse movement,

and could reduce the interactive performance of an application.

Indirect reference constraints simplify the construction of the constraint

system also. First, the formula for an indirect reference constraint can be

stored in a prototype, and instances of the prototype can maintain pointers to

this formula. Thus, many instances of a prototype constraint can be created,

but the formula is created only once (storing only one copy of the formula’s

code decreases also the amount of storage that constraints require). Second,

indirect reference constraints can be statically compiled because the only

parameter that has to be passed to the constraint is “self.” This simplifies

considerably the implementation of a constraint system in an existing gen-

eral-purpose language. For example, Garnet constraints can be arbitrary Lisp

code. Typically, direct reference systems also maintain only one copy of a

constraint and statically compile it. However, to accomplish this, they require

the user to write the constraint as a function with parameters denoting the

direct references, or else parse the constraint to determine the direct refer-

ences. However, we have discovered that users find it irritating and cumber-

some to have to define parameters for constraints. For example, it is much

more elegant and compact to write.

feedback.left = seIf.object_over.left

than to write

constraint left_ align (obj) { obj.left }
feedback.left = left_ align(self.object_ over)

Similarly, it can be quite difficult to write a parser to search through each

constraint and locate the direct references. Note that it may seem advanta-

geous to force the user to declare pointers as parameters, so that various

optimizations can be made during constraint solving (e.g., caching the values

of pointer paths, so that the whole path does not have to be traversed each
time, unless one of the pointers has changed—a pointer path is the portion of
a reference before the last period, for example, self. object _ over in the refer-

ence self object_ over. left). However, in practice, it is sufficient to assume that
all but the last variable in a path is a pointer; thus declaring pointers

provides no real advantage.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

So far we have discussed the uses and benefits of indirect reference con-

straints. In this section we describe how to implement indirect reference

constraints. This section presents three algorithms for implementing indirect

reference constraints—a lazy-evaluation algorithm that works for both acyclic

and cyclic graphs, an eager-evaluation algorithm that works with acyclic

graphs, and an eager-evaluation algorithm that works with cyclic graphs. An
introductory subsection describes the notation common to all three algo-

rithms. Then each algorithm is described in a separate subsection with a

high-level overview, the algorithm itself, and a pictorial example.
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Fig. 6. (a) An interface in which the width of the selected object is displayed in the cell labeled

“width.” (b) The dependency graph representing the constraints between the variables in this

interface. Edges are directed from the variables that are requested to the variables that request

them (i.e., the edges are dataflow edges). For example, the value that width cell displays depends

on the selected_ object and the width of the selected object, In this case the selected object is B,

so wldth_cell,value has incoming edges from selected _object and B,wldth.

4.1 Notation

The fundamental data structure used by the evaluation algorithms is a

directed dependency graph in which the nodes represent variables and the

edges denote dependencies between variables. An edge directed from node i to

node j indicates that the formula that computes the value of j uses the value

of i. As an example, consider the simple interface in Figure 6(a). The cell

labeled width displays the width of the selected object. The currently selected

object is stored in the variable selected_ object. The width cell consists of two

objects—a text label and an outline rectangle. The constraints in this inter-

face might consist of the following (the constraints that position the label

“width” next to the width cell are not shown since they would reference a

different set of variables than the ones shown below and thus would form an

independent dependency graph):

wldth_cell.value = selected _object.width
width _cell.label.string = integer_ to_string(self. parent, value)
width_ cell,label.width = string_width(self.string, self. font)
width_ cell, outline. width = min(50, self. parent.label.width + 10)
A.width = 2 * B.width
selected_ object = B

The dependency graph for this set of constraints is shown in Figure 6(b).

The label’s width attribute depends on the values of both the label’s string and
font attributes, and thus there are directed edges from these two attributes to

label’s width attribute. Similarly, width _ cell’s value depends on selected_ ob-
ject, and through selected _object on B.width, so there are directed edges from
these two variables to width_ cell’s value attribute. The algorithms that

maintain the dependency graph during constraint satisfaction can determine

if a dependency exists between two variables by calling the function get_ de-

pendency. The get_dependency takes two variable x and y and returns a
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cl
a
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pointer to the

Fig. 7. A circular dependency graph in which a has a formula that depends

on b and b has a formula that depends on a (e.g., a = b, b = a). The editing

model presented in this article allows variables that contain formulas to be

assigned temporary values. This temporary assignment allows new values to

be introduced into cycles. For example, if a is given a new value, the value will

be propagated automatically to b.

data structure representing the dependency edge between the

two variables if one exists, and null otherwise.

The user can modify the constraint system, and thus the dependency

graph, in the following ways:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Create a new variable: This action adds a node to the dependency graph.

Delete a variable: This action deletes a variable that has no edges

attached to it.

Add a new formula: This action attaches a formula to a variable. The

formula does not have to declare its input variables, and therefore no new

edges are created. The input variables are determined when the formula
is actually evaluated, so dependency edges are added at evaluation time.

Delete a formula: This action removes a formula from a variable. All

edges that enter the variable’s node are destroyed, since the variable no

longer requests the values of the variables that the edges originate from.

Change the value of a variable: This action changes the value of a

variable. If the value of a constrained variable is changed, the constraint

associated with that variable is temporarily unsatisfied. Allowing changes

to constrained variables is useful for introducing new values into a cycle.

For example, the constraints a = b and b = a lead to the cyclic depen-

dency graph shown in Figure 7. Changing either a or b will cause the

other variable to be changed as well, and allows us to simulate the

multiway constraint a = b.

Multiple edits may be made before the constraint solver is called, and,

adopting the terminology of Hudson [1991], the set of edits between invoca-

tions of the constraint solver is called a transaction.

A variable’s value is requested by calling get _value with the variable’s

name (get _value is considered an invocation of the constraint solver and thus

ends the current transaction). get _ value evaluates the constraint associated

with a variable and then returns the variable’s value. For example, the

reference self. prev.width causes get_value to be called with self. prev as an
argument (pointer variables are treated as first-class citizens, and thus their

values can be computed using formulas). This returns a pointer to an object,

and get_value is called a second time to access the object’s width instance

variable.2

2 In practice, the reference self. prev.width would be compiled into the expression get_value(get _

value(self .prev) width).
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Finally, to evaluate the time complexity of maintaining the dependency

graph and finding the values of variables, we will use the following terms:

(1) directly _affectedl: The set of variables directly modified during transac-

tion i.

(2) affected,: The set of variables that directly or indirectly depend on the

changed variables in directly _affectedl.

(3) needed _ by_affectedl: The set of edges attached to the variables in af-
fected,. needed _ by_affected, represents the set of dependencies needed

to compute the values of the variables in affected,.

(4) added _edgesl: The set of dependency edges added during transaction i.

(5) no_ longer_ needed,: The set of dependency edges that become stale
during transaction i. These dependency edges represent variables that the

variables in affected, depended on in previous transactions but which are

no longer dependent on in transaction i.

4.2 Lazy Evaluation

A lazy-evaluation scheme for i~direct reference constraints can be imple-

mented using a variation of the nullification/reevaluation strategy [Hudson

1991; Reps et al. 1983]. When the value of a variable changes, either by

modifying the value directly or by installing a new formula in the variable, all

variables that directly or indirectly depend on this changed variable are

marked out-of-date (nullification phase). When the value of a variable is

requested, the constraint that computes its value starts demanding the

values of other variables on which it depends (reevaluation phase). If these

variables are out-of-date, they will recursively demand the values of the

variables they depend on, until eventually variables are reached whose

values are up-to-date, at which point the constraints can compute their value

and return [Hudson 1991; Reps et al. 1983].

For example, suppose that the user changes the width of the selected object
B in Figure 6(a). Figure 8(a) shows the variables that are marked out-of-date

as a result of this change. Note that all variables that can be reached from

B.width are marked out-of-date. Figure 8(b) shows the variables that will be

reevaluated if the value of the label object’s string attribute is requested.

Note that only out-of-date variables whose values are needed to calculate the

label’s string are evaluated. Both the label’s and outline rectangle’s width are
not required, and thus they remain out-of-date.

4.2.1 Maintaining the Dependency Graph. Nullification/reevaluation al-

gorithms were originally constructed with the assumption that the edges in
the graph remain static while the constraint solver is evaluating the graph.

However, since the pointer variables may change, indirect reference con-

straints can cause the graph to change dynamically as the constraints are

being evaluated, causing a constraint to access information from a different

set of nodes. For example, when the constraint on node width_ cell .value is
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Fig. 8. (a) The black nodes denote the nodes marked out-of-date when the width of the selected

object, B.width, is changed. Every node that can be reached from the changed node is marked. (b)

The nodes surrounded by white rectangles represent the out-of-date variables in (a) that are

reevaluated when the value of label ,string is requested. Since label string does not depend on

either labelwidth or outline .width, the values of these variables are not demanded and thus

remain out-of-date,
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Fig. 9. Two sample dataflow graphs with timestamps on the dependencies and the variables

(the numbers in the boxes denote the variables’ timestamps, and the numbers on the edges
denote the dependencies’ timestamps). The dataflow graph in (a) represents the timestamps that
would be applied to the dataflow graph in Figure 6(b). The dataflow graph in (b) represents the
timestamps that are computed if selected _object is changed from B to A and all the variables
are reevaluated. In dataflow graph (b), the dependency between B.width and width _cell value is

stale since the dependency’s time stamp does not match width_ cell ,value’s timestamp.

evaluated after selected _ object is changed from B to A, it starts referencing

node A.width rather than node B.width (Figure 9(b)).

To handle this situation, we have extended the algorithm so that dependen-

cies can be dynamically created as the constraints are being evaluated and

dynamically deleted as the constraints are being invalidated (alternative

approaches are described in Section 6). The scheme is implemented by
placing timestamps on each node and edge. The timestamp on a node

represents the number of times the node has been evaluated. Each time the

node is evaluated, the timestamp is incremented by one. The timestamp on
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an edge is the value of the timestamp on the node that the edge points to at

the time the dependency was either created or last updated. A dependency’s

timestamp is updated whenever a node requests the value of the node that

the dependency originates from. Figure 9(a) shows the timestamps assigned

to the dependency graph shown in Figure 6 after an initial evaluation. The

timestamps are all l’s, since this is the first time each node has been

evaluated. If the user changes the selection to object A, the dependency graph

will be updated as shown in Figure 9(b). All the nodes that depended on

selected _ object are reevaluated, so their time stamps are incremented to 2.

Similarly, the edges associated with demanded nodes have had their time-

stamps incremented to 2. Since the selected _object has changed from B to A,

a new dependency edge has been added from A.width to width _cell.value.
To aid in creating such dependencies dynamically, the constraint solver

uses a stack that keeps track of the variables whose formulas are currently

being evaluated. Whenever a variable’s formula starts executing, the variable

is pushed onto the stack; thus the topmost variable will always be the

variable whose formula is currently executing (the remaining formulas on the

stack will have their execution temporarily suspended). When the constraint
demands the value of a variable, it can create a dependency by adding an

edge from the demanded variable to the top variable on the stack. If there is

no variable on the stack, then the user or an application is requesting the

value, and no dependency needs to be created.

In addition to creating new dependencies dynamically, the constraint solver

must remove stale dependencies dynamically. A dependency is considered

stale if its timestamp does not match the timestamp on the node it points to.

For example, width _cell.value no longer depends on B.width after the selected

object is changed from B to A, so the timestamp on the edge between these

nodes remains at 1 in Figure 9(b). The constraint solver removes stale

dependencies as it invalidates constraints. Before following a dependency, it

checks whether the dependency’s timestamp matches the timestamp of the

variable it points to. If the two timestamps disagree, the dependency is

discarded. For example, when the value of B.width changes in Figure 9(b), the
constraint solver will notice that the timestamp on the edge from B.widt h to
width _ cell .value does not match the timestamp on width_ cell .value, and will

remove the edge.

A beneficial side effect of this timestamping scheme is that constraints

which involve conditionals depend only on the variables that make up the

condition and the branch of the condition that is executed. Thus the number
of dependency pointers and unnecessary evaluations are minimized. To see
that this scheme works, note that a constraint will add or delete dependen-
cies dynamically only if it contains pointers or conditionals. If a constraint
depends on pointer variables, the constraint will be marked out-of-date when

the pointer variables change, and the constraint will be reevaluated when its

value is next requested. At this point, the constraint solver will add edges to
this constraint from the new set of nodes it references (Figure 9(b)). The
dependencies to variables that are not requested by the constraint on this

evaluation will become stale and be removed the next time these dependen-
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ties are examined. Thus the constraint will demand the values of the correct

set of nodes and will obtain the correct result.
In the case of a conditional, the branch or branches of the conditional that

were ignored during the previous evaluation of the constraint will have to be
evaluated only if the condition itself changes. For example, consider the
following constraint:

d.left = if (launch_time > O)
then b.left + 10
else cleft + 10

If the launch _time is greater than O, then there will be dependency edges
from launch_time and b.left to d.left, but not from cleft to d.left. If object c is
moved, the constraint will not be reevaluated, which is correct, because d. left
is not currently constrained to C.

Since the constraint depends on the variables in the condition, it will be

marked out-of-date when one of these variables changes and will be automat-

ically reevaluated (of course it will be reevaluated also if one of the variables

in the branch that was last executed is changed). In the above example, the

constraint will be marked out-of-date if either the launch time drops to O or

below or object b moves. When a constraint is reevaluated, the constraint

solver will add dependency edges to this constraint from the new set of

variables it references in whichever branch is executed. The edges that

emanate from variables in the previously executed branch will become stale

and will be removed during a subsequent invalidation phase. Thus con-

straints with conditionals will always be evaluated correctly.

4.2.2 Data Structures. Two data structures are used to maintain the

dependency graph-one for the variables (nodes) and one for the dependen-

cies (edges). The variable data structure consists of five fields:

(1) value: the current value of the variable.

(2) outofdate: indicates if the value of the variable is out-of-date. Variables

that are not computed by a formula are always considered up-to-date, and

thus the outofdate field for these variables is always false.

(3) dependencies: a list of dependencies that indicate which variables depend
on this variable.

(4) eval: a method (i.e., constraint) that computes the variable’s value. This
field is null if a constraint is not attached to the variable.

(5) tirnestamp: the number of times the eval method has been executed
successfully.

When a dependency is created, it is stored in the dependencies list of the

variable that is demanded by a constraint (i.e., the input variable), and it

points to the variable that contains the constraint. The dependency data

structure consists of two fields:

(1) var: the variable that this edge is directed at.

(2) timestamp: the value of var’s timestamp when this dependency was
created or last updated.
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nullify( v: variable )
v.outofdate = true

for eachdependencye v.dcpcn~enciesdo
if dqcndency timcstamp < dependency.var timestamp then

v,dependcncies = v dependencies - {dependency)

else if dqxmdency.var.outofda[e = fake then
nu]lify( dependency var )

Fig. 10. nullify marks as out-of-date all variables that depend on a changed variable.

@_vdue( v: variable )
demanding_var = to~var_stack)

if dcmanding_var then

dependency = get_depmdenc y(v,demanding_var)

if dependency then

dependency.timestamp = dcmanding_var,timestamp + 1

else
v dependencies = v.dependencies u <demanding_var, demamting_var.tinlestimp-t 1>

if v,oufofdate = true then
push v onto var_stack

v.outofdate = fake
v value = v.cvalo

v timcs(~imp = v.timeslamp + 1
pop v off of vm_stack

rkturn(v value)

Fig. 11. get_value performs two functions (1) it sets up a new dependency or validates an

existing dependency between two variables and (2) it evaluates a variable’s formula if it is

out-of-date and returns the variable’s value. If a variable does not have a formula, the outofdate

flag is assumed to be always false. var_stack is used to keep track of variables that are being

evaluated. The variable which is on top of the stack is the variable whose formula demanded V.
var _ stack is initially empty.

4.2.3 Implementation. The algorithms that implement the nullification
(nullify) and reevaluation (get _value) phases of the lazy evaluator are shown

in Figures 10 and 11. A number of aspects of these algorithms merit special

discussion. First, the manner in which the constraint system actually imple-

ments calls to v.eval in get_value is left unspecified because it is orthogonal

to the implementation of pointer variables, and thus existing algorithms for

nonpointer variables can be used. The eval code can be as simple as a call to

an expression written by the user. This is what is done in Garnet [Myers et

al. 1990]. Alternatively, it could use Hudson’s [1991] lazy evaluator. In this
case, eval would request first the values of the variables that the formula

currently depends on and make sure that at least one of them has changed

before evaluating the formula expression written by the user. The variable

and dependency data structures would have to be augmented also with a

number of additional fields to perform this test. See Hudson [1991] for details

on how to do this.

A variable’s out-of-date flag is set to false before a formula is evaluated to

ensure that cycles terminate after one loop. If a variable is requested a second
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time, it will return its old value instead of trying to evaluate itself again, thus
terminating the cycle.

In contrast, a variable’s timestamp is updated afler its formula has been

evaluated. To ensure that dependencies are given a correct timestamp, a

dependency’s timestamp is set equal to the requesting variable’s current

timestamp, incremented by one. This deferred updating of variables’ times-

tamps allows the constraint satisfier to recover gracefully if the’ formula

crashes because of a user programming error. The ability to tolerate formula

crashes is important in interpreted environments, such as development envi-

ronments, debugging environments, and spreadsheet environments, where a

user is allowed to fix an error and continue with a computation. If a variable’s

timestamp is updated before its formula is evaluated, and if the formula

crashes before all the formula’s dependencies have been updated, then the

constraint satisfaction algorithm might assume mistakenly that the depen-

dencies are stale and should be removed. For example, in Figure 9(a),

suppose Iabel.string’s timestamp is updated before label string’s formula is

evaluated, and further suppose that label string’s formula crashes before the

timestamp on the dependency between width_ cell. value and Iabel.string is
updated. Then this dependency will be considered stale and will be removed

eventually. Additionally label string’s outofdate flag will be false, and thus the

constraint solver will assume that label string is up-to-date. Since the depen-

dency will be removed, Iabel.string will not be informed of subsequent changes

to width_ cell .value, and thus the width of the currently selected object will

not be correctly displayed on the screen. Thus, to ensure that the system

behaves properly even if formulas crash, it is necessary to update the

timestamps after the node has been evaluated successfully.

4.2.4 Example. To illustrate how this algorithm works, consider what

happens when the user changes the selection from object B to object A. This

changes the value of selected_ object and causes nullify to mark all variables

reachable from selected _ object as out-of-date (Figure 12(a)). Since the times-

tamps on all edges visited by nullify are up-to-date, no edges are removed from

the dependency graph. Next the screen manager updates the display, and

requests the value of label’s string variable (the screen manager needs to

update several objects so its initial choice of variables to request is arbitrary).

The sequence of calls to get _value, the value of the stack during each of these

calls, the creation of edges in the dependency graph, and the updating of

timestamps is shown in Figure 12. Since the value of selected_ object has

changed from B to A, a new edge is created from A.width to width _cell.value.
Additionally, since width _ cell .value no longer requests the value of B.width,
the timestamp on the edge between these two variables is not updated, and

the dependency becomes stale. Eventually the display manager requests the

values of the other out-of-date variables in the system, thus leading to the

dependency graph shown in Figure 9(b).

4.2.5 Time Complexity. The time complexity of the lazy algorithm is
determined by the number of variables marked out-of-date, the number of
variables reevaluated, and the cost of maintaining the dependency graph.
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Fig. 12. An example execution of the lazy-evaluation algorithm. (a) The gray nodes denote the

variables marked out-of-date when the selected _ object is changed from B to A. (b) The value of

Iabel.string is requested, which causes the values of wldth_cell.vakJe, selected _obiecL and

A.width to be recursively requested (c–e). As variables with formulas are evaluated (label string

and width _ cel Ivalue), their out_ of _ date flags are marked false, and they are pushed onto the

var _ stack that is used for creating dependencies. When variables are requested, the timestamps

on existing dependency edges are updated (c–d) and new ones created (e). As variables with

formulas finish their evaluation, their timestamps are incremented: they are popped off the

var_stack; and their values are returned (f–h).

Maintaining the dependency graph includes updating the timestamps on
dependencies and dynamically adding and removing edges fl-om the depen-
dency graph. The time required to evaluate each equation is typically as-

sumed to be 0(1). Although this assumption may not always be true, it allows

us to express the time complexity of the algorithm in terms of factors it can

control, rather than factors beyond its control.

Because of lazy evaluation, not all of the variables in affected, will be

evaluated during transaction i (affected, and the other terms used in this
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section are defined in Section 4.1). Similarly, the dependencies in no_

longer_ needed, will not become stale until the variables in affected, are

evaluated, and will not be removed until later transactions. However, if we

use an amortized analysis, then we can charge both the cost of evaluating a

variable in affected, and the cost of removing dependencies that eventually

will become stale to transaction i.

In the worst case, all the variables in affected, must be visited, marked

out-of-date, and brought up-to-date eventually by evaluating them. The set

of edges traversed during the invalidation phase is a subset of the edges

in needed_ by_affectedl, and thus the number of edges traversed is

O(lneeded _ by_ affected, l). The set of equations evaluated during the evalua-

tion phase is O(laffected,l), since each equation in affected, is potentially

evaluated.

Each of the dependencies in needed_ by_affected, will either be updated or

created during transaction i. To update or create a dependency edge,

get _value needs to determine if an edge already exists. This involves search-

ing through the dependencies associated with the demanded variable. In the

worst case there will be an edge between the demanded variable and every

other variable in the system. If there are n variables in the system, and the

dependencies are arranged as a balanced tree, then each search will require

O(log n) time. Thus the worst-case time for updating and creating edges is

O(lneeded _ by_affected,llog n).
Finally, lno _ longer_ needed,1 edges will become stale during transaction i

and have to be removed. nul Iify can remove a stale edge in constant time, so
the stale dependencies can be removed in O(lno _ longer_ needed, 1)time.

Summing up the various cost components of the lazy evaluator, we obtain a
worst-case running time ofi

O (lneeded_by–affectedly

+Iaffected,l

+lneeded_ by_ affected, Ilog n

+lno_longer–needed,l)

= O(laffected,l + Ineeded–by–affectedlliog n + \no_longer_needed,l)

In actual applications, the number of edges that enter and leave a node is

typically bounded by a relatively small constant, k. In this case, both

needed _by_affectedl and no_longer_neededi are bounded by klaffectedil

and the log n term becomes a constant. Thus, the average time cost of the

algorithm becomes O(laff ected, 1). Even this bound is unduly pessimistic be-

cause in most transactions, some of the variables in affected, will already be

out-of-date and thus will not be charged to this transaction [Hudson 1991]. It

is important also, to note that for simplicity of presentation, we have not

included the code or data structures that Hudson [1991] uses to prevent

unnecessary evaluations of variables. However, it is not difficult to add this
code or data structures to the algorithm presented in this article, and thus

evaluate the optimal number of variables.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 13. (a) Numbers are assigned to nodes according to the order in which they are evaluated.

Nodes cannot be evaluated until all their predecessors have been evaluated. Darkened nodes

represent evaluated nodes. Nodes d and f are ready for evaluation. (b) Node f depends now on

node d as well as node c. (c) Nodes f and g must be renumbered to make their position numbers

agree with their position in topological order.

4.3 Eager Evaluation without Cycles

The eager-evaluation algorithm uses a variation of an eager evaluator devel-

oped by Hoover [1987]. Like the lazy evaluator, this algorithm makes use of

dataflow graphs. However, it assigns position numbers to the nodes in the

graph, indicating the nodes’ relative position in topological order (Figure

13(a)). A node’s position number is always less than the position numbers of

any of its successors. When a node changes value, all of its immediate

successors are added to a priority queue based on their position numbers.

When the evaluator starts executing, it removes the variable with the lowest

position number from the queue and evaluates it. By evaluating the lowest-

position-numbered node in the queue, the evaluator ensures that the values

of all the node’s predecessors are up-to-date. For example, in Figure 13(a), the

nodes d, e, and f are on the priority queue since they are successors of nodes b

and C, which have been evaluated and which we assume have changed. Since

e depends on d, e’s position number is greater than d’s, and thus d will be

evaluated before e (f will be the first variable evaluated since it has the

lowest position number of any variable on the evaluation queue).

4.3.1 Maintaining the Dependency Graph. When an edge is added to a

dataflow graph, the position numbers in the graph may have to be recom-

puted if the position numbers of the two nodes connected by the new edge are

out-of-order. If the position numbers are out-of-order, the algorithm uses

depth-first search to follow transitively the successors of the destination node
until it reaches nodes whose position numbers are greater than the position

number of the source node (data flows from the source node to the destination
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node; for example, e is the source node and h is the destination node for the

edge that connects these nodes). These nodes are termed boundary nodes. The

algorithm works back from the boundary nodes and assigns new position

numbers to the intermediate nodes that are between the position numbers of

the source and boundary nodes.

For example, suppose a dependency from node d to f is added in Figure

13(b). Node d has a position number of 2 while node f has a position number

of 1 so the nodes are out-of-order. The algorithm visits node g, which has a

position number of 2, and then node h, which has a position number of 3.
Since this position number is greater than node d’s position number, the

search stops here, and node h becomes a boundary node. In this case there is

one existing position number, 2.5, between 2 and 3, so the algorithm assigns

this position number to node g. 3 At this point the algorithm runs out of

existing position numbers, so it creates a new one and assigns it to node f

(Figure 13(c)).
The Hoover [1987] algorithm assumes that dependency graphs cannot

change once constraint evaluation begins, so the reordering scheme and the

evaluator can be invoked in sequence. However, as explained in Section 4.2.1,

indirect reference and conditional constraints may cause the edges of the

graph to change during constraint evaluation. Thus the numbers assigned to

the nodes may become incorrect and force an equation to be evaluated

prematurely. To overcome this difficulty, we have taken the approach of

dynamically updating the position numbers each time the graph changes, and

evaluating nodes according to this revised topological order. In other words,

the reordering algorithm and the constraint evaluator are interleaved.

New dependencies are created when a formula is evaluated. The same

stack data structure used to create dependencies in lazy evaluation is used to

create dependencies in eager evaluation. When creating a new dependency, it

is necessary to check that the position number of the variable whose formula

is requesting the value is greater than the position number of the variable

whose value is being requested. This is done to ensure that the variables are

in the correct topological order. If the requested variable’s position number is

greater than or equal to the requesting variable’s position number, then the

position numbers are recomputed as described above.

Once the reordering is complete, the evaluator must check whether the

position number of the variable that is being evaluated (i.e., the requesting

variable) has become ~meater than the smallest position number on the

evaluation queue. If it has, the variable’s evaluation must be stopped since it
is potentially being evaluated out-of-order. The variable will be popped off the

dependency stack, reinserted into the evaluation queue, and its evaluation

aborted (in this algorithm, nested evaluations cannot happen if there are no

cycles, so this formula is the only formula whose evaluation will have to be

aborted). Since the evaluation of constraints is assumed not to have side-

3We are using rational numbers for illustrative purposes only. The actual algorithm for creating

position numbers uses integers. See Section 4.3.2 for more details about the algorithm.
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effects, aborting the evaluation should not have any adverse consequences.4

When the variable is evaluated again, its formula will be evaluated from the

beginning.

Dependencies are removed at two different points during constraint evalua-

tion. First, when the eager evaluator adds a variable’s successors to the

priority queue, it removes any edges whose timestamps do no match the

timestamp of the node they point to. Second, the eager evaluator discards any

out-of-date dependency edges that it encounters when it recomputes position

numbers.

4.3.2 Data Structures. As in lazy evaluation, two data structures are used

to maintain the dependency graph—one for the variables (nodes) and one for

the dependencies (edges). The data structure for dependencies is identical to

the one presented in Section 4.2.2. The data structure for variables is similar

to the one presented in Section 4.2.2, but has two differences: (1) a

position _number field is added indicating a variable’s position in topological

order and (2) the outofdate field is omitted, since all potentially out-of-date

variables are brought up-to-date during eager evaluation.

It might seem necessary to add a visited field to the variables’ data

structure, since recomputing the position numbers requires a depth-first

search. However, once all of a node’s successors have been visited, it is

possible to assign a new position number to the node. This new position

number will be greater than the position number of the original demanded

variable, and thus the node will become a boundary node. As a result, the

depth-first search will stop at this node on any future visits. In effect, the new

position number is a visited mark, and thus an explicit visited field is not
necessary.

The position numbers are maintained in an ordered list using an algorithm

described by Sleator and Dietz [1988]. Each node in the dataflow graph points

to one of these position numbers. Comparisons between position numbers can

be performed in O(1) time, and insertions of new position numbers can be

accomplished in amortized O(1) time, provided that numbers of 109 n bits can

be manipulated in 0(1) time by the underlying hardware. In this article, the

function position _ number_ between is used to generate these position num-

bers. It takes two position numbers, x and y, x < y, as arguments, and returns

a position number between x and y as the result.

4.3.3 Implementation. The eager evaluator without cycles is shown in

Figures 14– 16. Whenever a formula is stored in a variable, the variable is

placed on the evaluation queue (eval _ q). If a regular value is stored in the

variable instead, the variables that depend on the changed variable are

placed on the evaluation queue.

When users are ready to have the solution to the constraint system

updated, they call propagate. propagate removes variables from the evalua-

4Actually, side-effects are permissible if all input variables have been read, and it is assured that

the formula will not be aborted. This allows constraints such as the one shown in Section 2.2 to

be supported.
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~rojm@e(evti_q priwily-queue)
while cvd_q # null do

v = delete_min(cvaf_q)

push v onto var_slack

temp = v.vahre
v.value = v,evalo

if v.value # temp then
/* get rid of stale dependencies */
v.dependencies = v,dqcndencies -

{w I w E v.dependenciesandw.timestamp< w.var.timestamp
eval_q = eval_qu ( w.var I w G v.dependencies}

v.timcslamp = v.timestamp+ 1

Fig. 14. propagate is called when the user wants the solution to the constraint system updated.

eval _ q consists initially of the set of variables that have been assigned new constraints, or

which depend on a variable that has been assigned a new value.

get_value( v : variable)
demanrling_var= top(var_stack)
if dcnl:o~ding_varthen

dependency= gct_dcpcndency(v,demanding_vm)
if dependencythen

dependency,timestamp= dcmanding_var,timcslamp+ 1
else

v.dcpcndcncics= v,dcpcndcncicsu <dcmanding_var,dcmanding_v~r,timcslanlp+1>
if v.position_nurnber2 dcmanding_var.posJlion_number

rem dcr(v poshion_number,dcmar]ding_var)
if dcman(iing _var.position_numbcr> min(cval_q),position_ numberthen

eval_q= cval_q u {demanding_var)
pop dcmanding_varoff of var_s[ack
abort dcmandiIlg_var.eval

return(v.value)

Fig. 15. get_value performs two functions: (1) it sets up a new dependency or validates an

existing dependency between tow variables and (2) it returns the variable’s value. When a new

dependency is established, get_value ensures that the position numbers of the variables are in

order, and if they are not, calls reorder to update the position numbers. If this reordering causes

the position number of the currently executing variable to exceed the minimum position number

on the evaluation queue, then execution of the variable is terminated.

tion queue in topological order and evaluates them. It also maintains the

dependency stack and priority queue and updates timestamps.

get _value is responsible for obtaining the value of a variable and for

adding or updating dependencies. The portion of get _value that returns the

value of the variable is significantly shorter than the lazy version of get _value,
since the requested variable’s value is always up-to-date, and thus can be

returned immediately. This is guaranteed by the evaluation of variables in

topological order.

reorder is responsible for recomputing the position numbers when get _value

creates a new dependency and finds that the two variables involved in the

dependency are out-of-order. reorder takes two parameters, the position

number of the variable that was originally requested (this is the variable that
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reorder( position_number : integer; v : variable)

ceiling = *max_xxition_numbu* /* largest possiblepositionnumber */
for each dependency6 v dependenciesdo

v = dvpcndcncyvar
if dcpendency,timestamp< w timeslamp then

v,depcndencies= v.dependencies- (dependency}
else if w.position_numbcr < position_numbcr then

ceiling = min(cc]ling, rcorder(position_number, w))
eke

cei}ing = min(cci]ing, w,position_nunlber)

v posltion_nun~bcr = posi[ion_number_betwccn( position_numbcr, ceiling)

return(v.pxition_number)

Fig. 16. reorder assigns new position numbers to variables by finding the minimum position

number of a variable’s successors and assigning a position number between the position number

passed to reorder and this minimum position number.

the dependency emanates from) and the variable currently being visited in

the depth-first search. A new position number is assigned to the variable that

is between the position number passed in and the minimum of the variable’s

successors’ position numbers.

4.3.4 Example. To illustrate the eager-evaluation algorithm, assume that

the user changes the selection from object B to object A in Figure 6. Figure 17

traces the sequence of calls to get_value, the updates to the timestamps, and

the values of the priority queue (eval _ q) and dependency stack (var_ stack) as
the eager evaluator executes. Changing the selected object causes width _
cell. value to be placed on the evaluation queue, since it is a successor of the

changed variable, selected _ object. Constraint satisfaction begins with

width _cell value since it is the only variable on the evaluation queue. As

width _ cell value is evaluated, it demands the values of selected_ object and

A.width. The dependency between selected _object and width _cell.value al-

ready exists, but a new dependency must be created between A.width and

width _ cell .value. Since this new dependency connects two variables whose

position numbers are out-of-order, reorder is called to update the position

numbers. When reorder finishes, there are no variables in the evaluation

queue, and thus the evaluation of width _cell value continues (if there were

variables in the queue with lower position numbers, the evaluation of

width _ cell .value would be aborted and width_ cell .value would be reinserted
into the evaluation queue). The remaining portion of the constraint satisfac-

tion process proceeds without any new dependencies being created, and it

quiesces when the evaluation of Iabel.width is completed. The figure assumes

that label width’s value does not change, and therefore it is not necessary to

evaluate or examine outline. width.

4.3.5 Time Complexity. The time complexity of the eager-evaluation algo-

rithm is determined by (1) the cost of maintaining the dependency graph, (2)

the cost of updating the position numbers, and (3) the number of equations
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Fig. 17. An example execution of the eager evaluator. (a) selected _obJect has been changed so

that it points to object A. This causes width_ cell .value to be placed on the evaluation queue. (b)

The eager evaluator starts evaluating wldth_cell.value, which requests the values of selected _obj

(c) and A.width (d). A new dependency is created between A.width and wldth_cell.value, which
causes the two variables’ position numbers to become out-of-order. reorder is called to recompute

the position numbers and visits the nodes in the gray polygon (e). The position numbers of the

nodes in this polygon are updated; the evaluation of width_ cell value is aborted; and

width _ cell. value is placed back on the evaluation queue (f). Since width_ Cellvalue is the onlY

variable on the priority queue, it is evaluated again, and this time its evaluation terminates

normally (g). Iabel.stnng and Iabel.width and evaluated then, and the algorithm terminates (h–n).
As variables are evaluated they are pushed onto the variable stack so that dependencies can be
created. When variables are requested, dependencies are either updated (e.g., (c)) or created (e.g.,
(d)). When the evaluation of variables is completed, they are popped off the variable stack; their
timestamps are incremented; and their values are returned.
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Fig. 17 —(Continued)

that must be reevaluated. Again, we will assume that the time required to

evaluate an equation is O(l).
The cost of maintaining the dependency graph includes the cost of creating

and updating dependency edges as equations are evaluated, and removing

stale dependency edges that are created during the evaluation. As with the

analysis for lazy evaluation, we will charge the cost of removing stale

dependency edges against transaction i, even though the edges will be

removed during later transactions. Each of the dependency edges in

needed _ by_ aff ected, will be either updated or created during transaction i

(needed _ by_affectedi and the other terms used in this section are defined in

Section 4,1). Each created edge might cause an equation evaluation to be
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aborted and the equation to be reinserted in the evaluation queue. Aborted

equations will have to be reevaluated, which can cause dependencies to be

redundantly updated. For each reevaluated equation, the set of updated

dependencies is a subset of needed_ by_affected,, and thus each added edge

can result in an additional O(lneeded _ by_ affected, 1)dependency edges being

updated. In order to create or update a dependency, it is first necessary to

determine whether a dependency already exists. This requires searching

through the dependencies of the demanded variable and may require up to

O(log n) time if the demanded variable has a directed edge to every other

variable in the dependency graph. The total cost of updating and creating

dependencies is therefore O(lneeded_ by_affectedll + ladded_edgesil
lneeded_by_affected,l) log n), which can be simplified to O(ladded_edges,l
lneeded_by_affected,llog n).

The number of stale dependencies created is \no_longer_ neededll. As in

the lazy algorithm, these dependencies can be removed in constant time, and

thus the cost of removing them is O(lno _ longer_ neededil).
The worst case for updating position numbers occurs when each added edge

connects two variables whose position numbers are out-of-order and causes

each variable in affectedi to have a new position number assigned to it. The

set of edges that the depth-first search will traverse while updating the

position numbers is a subset of needed_ by_affected,. Thus, each added edge

may require O(lneeded _ by_affected, 1)time to update the position numbers,

since the depth-first search used by this update process is linear in the

number of edges traversed. The total time to update the position numbers is

therefore O(ladded_edges,l Ineeded _by_affected,l).
Each added edge could cause also an equation evaluation to be aborted and

the equation to be placed back on the evaluation queue. Thus up to

(Iadded–edges,l + Iaffected,l) equations may have to be reevaluated. The

equations are maintained in a priority queue, and there may be up to

(ladded_edges,l + Iaffectedll) insertions and (ladded_edges,l + Iaffectedll) dele-

tions to the priority queue. Since each insertion or deletion requires O(log laf-

fected,l) time, the time required to reevaluate equations is O((ladded _

edges, I + Iaffected, I)log Iaffectedi l).
The cost of creating and updating dependencies dominates the cost of

reevaluating equations, so the worst-case running time of the eager evaluator

is determined by summing up the cost of maintaining the dependency graph

and the position numbers. This gives us a bound of

O(ladded–edges,l lneeded_ by_affectedillog n

+Ino–longer–needed,l

+ladded_edges,l Ineeded– by_affected,l)

= O ( Iadded–edgesl I Ineeded– by– affected, Ilog n

+lno_longer–needed,l)
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This worst-case bound is a very pessimistic estimate of the running time of

the algorithm. As noted in Section 4.2.5, the number of edges that enter and

leave a node is typically bounded by a relatively small constant in actual

applications. Thus the number of edges in needed_ by_affectedl and no_
longer_ needed i are proportional to Iaffectedi 1, and the log n factor becomes a

constant. Additionally the number of variables in the evaluation queue at any

one time and the number of edges added tend to be bounded by a relatively

small constant. In this case, the average running times of all the cost

components decrease to O (Iaffectedl 1), which becomes the average-case run-

ning time of the algorithm as well.

Even this bound is unduly pessimistic because in most transactions, not all

of the variables will have to be reevaluated or assigned new position num-

bers. Indeed, results based on testing of the algorithm suggest that pointer

variables typically do one of two things: (1) they shift between nodes whose

position numbers are identical, thus causing no reordering to occur or (2) they

shift between a fixed set of nodes, and once they have shifted to the highest

numbered node, reordering never occurs again. The former case arises fre-

quently in animations where an object is moving between independent but

fairly similar objects that have roughly the same number of constraints. The

latter case arises frequently in menus where the last item has the constraints

with the highest position number (because it is the last item laid out). Thus,

in practice, the algorithm appears to quiesce fairly rapidly to a state where

very few reorderings occur during constraint evaluation.

4.4 Eager Evaluation with Cycles

The algorithm presented in the previous section cannot handle cycles because

reorder generates correct position numbers only if the graph is acyclic.

However, the algorithm can be modified to handle cycles. Conceptually, this

modification can be made by collapsing cycles into a single node, with each of

the equations in the cycle having the same position number (Figure 18).

Variables that are not in a cycle are evaluated as they were when cycles were

not allowed. Variables in a cycle are evaluated using the nullification/reeval-

uation algorithm described in Section 4.2 (the rationale for using nullifica-

tion/reevaluation to evaluate cycle nodes is discussed in Section 4.4.6). Thus,

when the evaluator encounters a variable that belongs to a cycle, it marks all

variables in the cycle as out-of-date, and then demands their values. This
results in each variable in the cycle being evaluated once. If the constraints

are inconsistent (e.g., A = B + 10, B = A + 10), then one or more constraints

may be left unsatisfied.

4.4.1 Maintaining the Dependency Graph. Each new dependency that is

created when a formula is evaluated has the potential to create a new cycle,

and each dependency that is deleted has the potential to break a cycle. Cycles

are detected using an algorithm that finds the strongly connected components

of a graph [Aho et al. 1974, pp. 189– 195]. A strongly connected component is
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2

Fig. 18. Conceptually, the eager evaluator collapses nodes in a

cycle into a single node. It does this by assigning the same

position number to each variable in a cycle.

61
a

a set of nodes such that for every pair of nodes v and w, there is a path from v

to w and a path from w to v. Any strongly connected component of size greater

than one is a cycle.

When a cycle is created, the same position number is assigned to each node

in the cycle. The position number is computed by finding the minimum

position number among all successors of nodes in the cycle, and then assign-

ing all the nodes in the cycle a position number that is less than this

minimum position number. For example, in Figure 18, the cycle consisting of

b, C, d, and e has only one successor, f, which has a position number of 3.

Thus all the variables in this cycle are assigned a position number less than

3, in this case 2. When a cycle is broken, the position numbers of the nodes in

the former cycle must be updated so that they reflect their new position

accurately in topological order. For example, if the edge from i to g is deleted

in Figure 18, then a new position number of 5 might be assigned to h, and a

new position number of 6 might be assigned to i.

As in eager evaluation without cycles, edges are created when a formula is

evaluated, and edges are lazily removed when position numbers are updated

or when variables are added to the evaluation queue. Edges are also removed

just before a cycle is evaluated. This removal is necessary since some of the
dependencies in the cycle may be stale, and thus the cycle may no longer

exist. If this is the case, then normal evaluation should be used instead of

cycle evaluation. For example, in Figure 19(a), the dependency between nodes
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Fig. 19. Stale dependencies are lazily removed, so it is important to check that a variable is still

part of a cycle before performing cycle evaluation. In (a) there is a stale dependency between a

and c (shown by the disparity in timestamps), and thus the variables no longer belong to a cycle.

If reorder is called before cycle evaluation is done, it will detect that the variables are no longer

part of a cycle and assign them new position numbers. This will allow normal evaluation to occur.

(b) shows the updated dataflow graph.

a and c is stale. Thus it should be removed; the position numbers should be

updated; and the variables should be evaluated using normal evaluation.

4.4.2 Data Structures. The eager evaluator that handles cycles uses the

same data structure for dependencies that it used when cycles were not

permitted and extends the data structure it used for variables. Three new

fields, visited, dfnumber, and lowlink are added to the variable data structure

to handle cycle detection. The use of these fields is described in the next

section. The outofdate field that was used by the lazy evaluator is added as

well, since cycles are evaluated using nullification/reevaluation.

4.4.3 Implementation. The eager evaluator with cycles is shown in Fig-

ures 20–22. Each of the three main procedures, propagate, get_value, and

reorder, has been modified somewhat. propagate has been modified so that it

evaluates cyclic variables using a nullification/reevaluation strategy. If it

detects that a variable in a cycle is about to be evaluated, it calls reorder to
determine whether the cycle still exists. As discussed in Section 4.4.1, this

check is necessary since dependencies are lazily removed, and thus the fact

that the cycle has been broken may not yet have been detected. If the cycle

has been broken, the position numbers of the variables in the cycle will be

recomputed, and this renumbering might make the position number of the

variable greater than the position number of some variable on the evaluation

queue, thus making the evaluation of the variable premature. Thus line 5 of
propagate checks whether the variable should be evaluated or reinserted into

the evaluation queue. If it is appropriate to evaluate the variable, propagate

uses nullification/reevaluation if the variable is still part of a cycle, and

normal evaluation otherwise.

get_value has been modified so that instead of returning the value of a

variable automatically, first it checks whether the variable has been marked

out-of-date. If the variable is marked out-of-date, then get _val ue uses a

nullification\ reevaluation strategy to reevaluate the variable. The code here

is the same code used to evaluate variables in the lazy evaluator (Figure 11).
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propagate( cv#_q : priority -qwrre)
1 while eval_q # null do

2 v = ddcte-rni n(cval_q)

3 if v cycle = true then
4 reorder_variablcs(v,v)
5 if v,position_number 2 min(evti_q) pmition_numbcr then
6 insert(v,cvd_q)
7 else if v.oulofdale = false then
8 nornm_cval(v)
9 else
10 get_valuc(v)
11 else
12 normal_evrd(v)

normal_eval( v : variable )
1 push v onto var_stack
2 temp = v,valoe
3 v.vahre = v cvato
4 if v,valuc # lcmp then

5 /“ get rid of stale dependencies $/
6 v,dcpcndencies = v.dependencies -

7 {w I w E v.dcgxmdeocies and w,timeslrunp < w,var.times(amp}
8 cval_q = cval_q u { w.var I w ● v.dependencies )
9 v timcslamp = v,timcs(amp + 1

Fig. 20. propagate handles cyclic variables by ensuring first that they are still part of a cycle,

and, if they are, then calling get_value which uses a nullification/reevaluation scheme to

evaluate them. The handling of noncyclic variables is not altered.

The portion of get _value that creates and updates dependencies has not been

changed.

reorder has been modified so that its depth-first search is capable of

detecting and handling cycles. The backbone of the algorithm is shown in

Figure 23 (the algorithm detects strongly connected components and is

adapted from Aho et al. [1974, pp. 189– 195]), while the complete algorithm

that detects cycles and assigns position numbers is shown in Figure 22. In

both figures, a dfnumber of i indicates that this is the ith node visited

during the depth-first search. lowlink is defined as [Aho et al. 1974, p. 190]:

v.lowlink = min ({v.dfnumber}
u {w.dfnumber I there is a cross edge or back edge from a

descendant of v to w, and the root of the strongly
connected component containing w is an ancestor of v}

The definition of lowlink implies that if a variable’s lowlink j is lower than

its dfnumber i, then the variable belongs to a strongly connected component

involving j, and thus belongs to a cycle. A variable may belong also to a cycle

if its lowlink equals it dfnumber. In this case, the variable would be the “root”

of the cycle (see for example, variables b and g in Figure 24(a)). The

dfnumbers and lowlinks that this algorithm might compute for the graph in

Figure 18 are shown in Figure 24(a).

reorder modifies the algorithm shown in Figure 23 in a number of ways.
First, it is only necessary to search to the boundary nodes of the graph rather

than the entire graph when an edge is added. Recall that a boundary node is

a node whose position number is greater than the position number of the
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get_value( v : variable)
dcmanding_var = lop(vm_stack)
if dernanding_var and demanding_vw # v then

dependency = get_dependency( v,demanding_var)

if dependency then

de~.ndency.timcstamp = demarrding_var. tirnestamjr + 1
else

v dependencies = v.dependencies
u <dcmanding_var,dcmanding_vw.timcstanrp+l>

if v position_nUmber 2 demanding_var.position_number then

rcordcr_variabl es(v,demanding_v sr)
if dernanding_vw @sition_number > min(evai .q) position_numbcr or

v ~sition_number = dcmandin&var.pmition_nurnber then

eval_q = eval_q w {dermndirrg_wir)
pup dmmnding_var off of va_stack
abort dcmanding_var.eval

if v.outofdatc = true then
push v onto vu_stack
v.omofda[e = false

tcmp = v.vatue
v.vahre = v.evalo
pop v off of vw_stack
if v.vahre # temp then

/“ get rid of stale dependencies “/
v.rtcpcndencies = v.dependencies -

{w I w e v.dependencies and w.timestamp < w.var timestamp)

eval_q = eval_q u { w.var I w E v.dependencies
and (w.var.position_ number # v position_ nuinber

or w.var.outofdate = true) )

v.timcstamp = v.timcstamp + 1
return(v.value)

Fig. 21. get_value evaluates a variable’s formula if it is out-of-date and returns the variable’s

value. A variable’s outofdate flag will be true only if the variable belongs to a cycle that is being

evaluated. If a variable is self-circular (i.e., it demands itself, thus failing the test

demandmg _var # v), its old value is simply returned, and it is not marked as being part of a

cycle. It is more efficient to treat a self-circular variable as being noncircular, and handling it by

returning its old value produces the same result as evaluating it using a nullification\ reevalua-

tion strategy. The condition w.postion_number # v,positlon_number or w.outofdate = true pre-

vents variables that are part of the same cycle from being added to the evaluation queue. If the

cycle has been broken, then the variable’s dependents may have the same position number but

still be marked out-of-date. In this case the dependents are part of the only cycle and should be

added to the evaluation queue. The abort command terminates execution of demanding_ var’s

formula and any nested evaluations. All formulas whose evaluation is aborted will be started

from the beginning when they are reevaluated.

node from which the new edge emanates. Thus the conditional on lines 8– 12
of the strong-connectivity algorithm can be encapsulated in another condi-

tional which tests whether the current node is a boundary node (lines 11–18

of reorder). Note that when cycles were not permitted, the boundary node test

allowed us to eliminate the visited test because a node could not be revisited

until the depth-first search starting at the node had been completed. When

the depth-first search completed, a new position number was assigned to the

node, making it a boundary node. Once a node was a boundary node, it could

not be revisited, and thus the visited test was superfluous. However, when

cycles are allowed, a node that is part of a cycle can be revisited before the
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reorder_variables( initial_rcqrreslcd_var : variable; v : variable )

1 count = 1
2 reorder_slack = n rdl

3 reorder(initial_rcqueSted_vw posi(icm_number,v)

reorder( position_nrrmber : integer; v : variable )

1

2

3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Fig. 22

v~visited = true

v.dfnumber = count

count = count+ 1
v.lowlink = v.dfnumber

ceiling = *max_xxition_number* /* largest possible position number */
push v onto rcorder_stack
for each dependency e v depcndencie.s do

w = dependency.var

if dependency timesta]i,p < w.timestzunp then
v,dcpcndcncies = v dependencies - {dqxmdency )

else if w posi[ion_m]mber < position_ nunlber then

!f w.v].ited false then
celling = min(cciling, rcordcr(position_number, w))

v Iowlink = min(v.lowlink, w lowlink)

else
v.lowlink = min(v.lowlink, w dfnumber)

else
ceding = min(ce]lirrg, w.position_nun]bcr)

if v,lowlink = v.dfnumber then

cycle_flag = if top(reorder_slack) # v then true else false
initiaf_cycle_ffag = if cycle_flag and (v.dfnumber = 1) then true else false
ncw_~si(ion_nun] bcr= if initid_cycle_flag and initiaf_rcqucsted_var. visiWl = [me

then position_number
else pxition_number_betwecn(pmition_number, ceiling)

outofdate_ffag = if initial_cych_tlag and
(new_xxition_numbcr S nrin(cvat_q)position_number)

then true else false
repeat

x = pop@order_stack)

x.cycle = cycle_flag
x .position_number = new_psition_number
x visited = fafse
x cw[ofdate = outofda(e_flag

until x = v

celling = nc w_xxi tion_nu rnber
relurn(ceiling)

reorder uses a strong-connectivity algorithm to detect cycles in the constraint graph

and to assign position numbe~s to variables {hat reflect the variable’s position in topological

order. If reorder deteets a cycle that is about to be evaluated, it also sets the outofdate flags in the

variables that comprise the cycle.

depth-first search that starts at that node is completed. To avoid revisiting

this node, the visited test must be retained.

As in eager evaluation without cycles, reorder determines also the mini-

mum position number of a node’s or cycle’s successors during the depth-first

search. In Section 4.4, a node looked at each of its successors to determine its
minimum position number. However, a node in a cycle should only examine

those successors which do not belong to the same cycle. These successors will

be boundary nodes, since they will have had new position numbers assigned
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strong-conneclivity( v : variable)
1 v,visited = tme
2 v dfnumber = count
3 count = count + 1
4 v.lowlink = v dfnumber

5 push v onto slack
6 for each dependency G v.dependencies do
7 w = dependency.var
8 if w.visiled = false then
9 slrong-connectivit y(w)

10 v lowlink = min(v.lowlink, w.lowlink)

11 else if w dfnumber < v.dfnumber and w is on dre stack [hen
12 v lowlink = min(v.lowlink, w.dfnumber)

13 if v.lowlink = v dfnumber then
14 print “strongly-connected component = {”
15 repeat
16 x = ~~s[ack)
17 print x
18 until x = v
19 print “)”

Fig. 23. The above algorithm enumerates the strongly connected components of a graph. reorder
uses a modified version of this algorithm to detect cycles and assign position numbers to

variables. count and stack are global variables which are initialized to 1 and empty respectively

before strong-connectivity is called.

to them already. Once a cycle node has computed the minimum position

number of its successors, it should propagate this information back to the

root node of the cycle, so that a common position number for all the nodes in

the cycle can be computed. The root node of the cycle is the first node in the

cycle that the depth-first search visited. The minimum position number of a

node’s successors can be propagated back toward the root cycle node when the

depth-first search of the node finishes. Thus reorder replaces the recursive

depth-first search call on line 9 of strong-connectivity, with a statement that

first calls depth-first search and then computes the lesser of the position

numbers returned by this call and the current minimum position number

(line 13 of reorder).

If the node is revisited while the depth-first search of the node is still in

progress, then the minimum position number information is incomplete, and

thus should not be returned. Thus no position information is computed in the

false branch of the conditional on lines 12– 16 of reorder. Readers may note

that the conditional on line 11 of the strong-connectivity algorithm that
guarded this false branch is not included in the reorder algorithm. The reason

this conditional can be deleted is that we know that the variable being

revisited must be on the reorder_ stack. If it were not on the reorder_ stack, it

would already have been assigned a new position number and would be a

boundary node. If it were a boundary node, the conditional on line 11 or

reorder would have prevented us from reaching the false branch on lines

15– 16 of reorder. Thus we can simplify the code on line 11 of the strong-con-

nectivity algorithm that deals with visited variables by omitting the latter

half of the condition which reads “and w is on the stack.” In Figure 22, we
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dfnumber . 9
lowllnk = 7

dfnumber . 8
lowlink . 7
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dfnumber . 5
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Fig. 24. (a) The dfnumbers and lowlinks that would be computed for a sample dataflow graph

by both the strong-connectivity algorithm and reorder. (b) The position numbers that might be

assigned to variables if reorder was called with a as the start variable and 3 as the position

number.

have dropped the conditional altogether, since taking the lesser of the current

variable’s lowlink and the visited variable’s dfnumber does no harm, even if

the first part of the condition, w.dfnumber < v.dfnumber, is violated.

The final modification to the strong-connectivity algorithm occurs in the

section of code that enumerates strongly connected components. This section

of code assigns position numbers to strongly connected components, and

possibly marks the variables in the strongly connected component as out-of-

date. As noted earlier, nodes in a cycle are evaluated using a

nullification/reevaluation strategy. If the strongly connected component is a

cycle and if this cycle is the next “node” that the eager evaluator is going to

evaluate, then the variables in the cycle should be marked out-of-date. The

strongly connected component will be the next “node” evaluated if it is the

last component enumerated by the strong-connectivity algorithm, and if the

position number which is assigned to it is less than or equal to the smallest

position number on the evaluation queue. In Figure 24, the last strongly

connected component enumerated consists only of the variable a, and thus no
variables are marked out-of-date. However, if the search had begun at

variable b, then the last strongly connected component enumerated would

have been the cycle consisting of the variables b, c, d, and e. In this case,
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these variables would have been marked out-of-date if the position number

that they were assigned, 3.25, was less than the position number of any

variable on the evaluation queue.

The position numbers that are assigned to variables are determined in the

same fashion in which they are determined when cycles are not allowed, with

one exception. If the edge that is added to the dependency graph induces a

cycle, then the position number of the variable that this edge emanates from

(i.e., the demanded variable) can be used as the position number for the cycle.

For example, in Figure 24(b), adding an edge from f to a induces a cycle, and

thus the position number for f can be assigned to each node in the new cycle.

propagate takes advantage of this reuse of position numbers when it calls

reorder_ variables to determine if a cycle still exists. It does so by pretending

that a self edge has been created for a node in the cycle and calling

reorder_ variables with the node as both the source and destination of the

edge. Since reorder_ variables does not detect self-circularities, mimicking the

addition of an edge from a node to itself does not cause reorder _variables to

find false cycles. However, it does cause reorder_ variables to assign the same

position number to the cycle, if the cycle still exists.

To illustrate how reorder works, suppose it is asked to renumber the

dataflow graph in Figure 18, and that it is passed a position number of 3 and

the variable a. Assume that all dependencies are up-to-date. Figure 24(a)

shows the dfnumbers and lowlinks that will be computed as reorder executes,
while Figure 24(b) shows the new position numbers that are computed.

reorder stops at node g, since g is a boundary node (dfnumbers and lowlinks

are shown for nodes g, h, and i because this figure is also used to show the

dfnumbers and lowlinks that would be computed by the strong-connectivity

algorithm shown in Figure 23). Working back it assigns position number 3.5

to node f, and then detects the cycle consisting of b, C, d, and e. The only

successor of this cycle is f, and f’s position number is propagated back from e

to d and finally to the initial cycle node b. When the depth-first search

finishes visiting b, it assigns a position number that is less than 3.5, 3.25, to

the nodes in the cycle. The call to reorder does not induce a cycle, so a is given

a position number between 3 and 3.25.

4.4.4 Example. Figure 25 illustrates how the eager evaluator handles

cycles when the user changes the selection from object B to the label of the

width cell (“87”) in Figure 6. The change in selection causes width_ cell .value

to be reevaluated (Figure 25(a)). As width _cell.value evaluates, it demands
the value of label’s width. This causes a new dependency edge to be added
from Iabel.width to width_ cell. value and creates the cycle shown in Figure

25(b). Since the two variables in the new dependency are out-of-order,

reorder_ variables is called, and it updates the position numbers of the

gray-shaded variables shown in Figure 25(c). It marks also these variables as

out-of-date. The evaluation of width_ cell .value is then aborted, and width_

cell value is placed back on the evaluation queue. Since no other variables are

on the queue, the eager evaluator immediately starts evaluating width_

cell value using a nullification/reevaluation strategy (note that it is still
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Fig. 25. An example of the execution of the eager-evaluation algorithm with cycles. (a)

width _ cell value is placed on the evaluation queue when selected object is changed to point at

the width cell’s label (“87”) in Figure 6. (b) As width _cell.value is evaluated, it requests the value

of label width. This request created a new dependency from label ,width to width _cell ,value and

creates a cycle. The nodes involved in the cycle are shown inside the gray polygon in (c). (d)

reorder recomputes the position numbers of the nodes in the cycle. width _cell ,value’s evaluation

is aborted, and it is placed back on the evaluation queue. Since no other variables are on the

queue, the eager evaluation starts evaluating width _cell.value again; except that this time it

uses nullification/reevaluation, and it evaluates all the nodes in the cycle. The nodes evaluated

and the dependency edge timestamps that are updated during this phase are shown inside the
polygon in (e). As a result of these evaluations, outlme.width is placed cm the evaluation queue.

Once it is evaluated, the constraint system is up-to-date (f).
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necessary to abort the first evaluation, since the evaluator must switch to

cycle evaluation, which involves nullification/reevaluation). This results in

the updating of width_ cell .value, label width, and Iabel.string as well as the

associated dependencies (Figure 25(e)). We assume that label. wi@h changes

and places its one successor, outline. width, that is not in Iabel.width’s cycle on

the evaluation queue. The outl inc. width is evaluated using normal evaluation,

resulting in the final dependency graph shown in Figure 25(0.

4.4.5 Time Complexity. The time complexity of evaluating graphs with

cycles is comparable to evaluating graphs without cycles. The two major

differences between the two algorithms is in the assignment of position

numbers and the evaluation of variables in a cycle. The procedure that

assigns position numbers to variables when cycles are allowed uses a modi-

fied version of the depth-first search algorithm used to assign position

numbers when cycles are not allowed. Thus the cost of updating position

numbers with cycles is comparable to the cost of updating position numbers

without cycles.

The eager evaluator treats each cycle as a node, so adding an edge to any

variable in the cycle will cause all variables in the cycle to be reevaluated if

the position numbers of the variables involved in the edge are out-of-order. In

the worst case all of the variables in affected, will be in the cycle, so up to

(ladded_edges,l Iaffected,l + Iaffected,l) equations could be reevaluated. In

practice, the average number of variables that must be reevaluated as the

result of adding an edge is a small constant, and thus the average-case

bounds on the time complexity of eager evaluation with cycles are the same

as the bounds on the time complexity of eager evaluation without cycles.

4.4.6 Issues in Cycle Evaluation. There are a number of issues in cycle

evaluation that need to be further discussed. First, the nullification/

reevaluation strategy used to evaluate cycles goes around a cycle only once.

This is guaranteed by setting variables’ outofdate flags to false before evaluat-

ing them. If their value is requested a second time while the cycle is being

evaluated, their old value will be returned. The advantage of this approach is

that cycles are guaranteed to terminate (as long as the individual evaluation

functions terminate). The disadvantage is that the cycle is not allowed to

iterate to a fix point if one exists. Thus one or more constraints may be left

unsatisfied.

Alternative methods could be used to try to avoid the problem of unsatis-

fied constraints. Once possibility is to call a more powerful constraint solver
and pass it the constraints in the cycle. Another possibility is to iterate

around the cycle multiple times. This could be done by marking alternately

the variables in the cycle out-of-date and evaluating them, until either the

cycle converges to a fix point or until a specified number of iterations have

been completed. If this strategy is employed, it is important to ensure that

the cycle has not been broken during the last evaluation. If the cycle has been

broken, then the elements of the cycle should have their position numbers

updated, and normal evaluation should be used. The test for the integrity of a

cycle can be done efficiently by keeping track of which dependency edges are
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Fig. 26. (a) A cycle; (b) The cycle is broken

when a is reevaluated and depends on a new

variable e. The evaluator must ensure that a

cycle is still intact before evaluating a cycle, or

else variables may get evaluated out-of-order.

For example, if the evaluator thinks the cycle is

intact, it could evaluate c before a.

part of a cycle (this can be done by reorder _variables), examining the cycle

edges before evaluating the cycle, and calling reorder _variables if-one of-the

edges is stale. To simplify the presentation of the eager evaluator, this is not

done in the cycle evaluator presented in this article.

Care should be taken if a scheme other than nullification/reevaluation is

used to evaluate a cycle, since the variables in the cycle should be evaluated

in the correct order, even if the cycle is broken during cycle evaluation. For

example, consider the cycle in Figure 26 and suppose that both variables a

and c are on the evaluation queue. Further suppose that d is a pointer

variable that used to point to c but now points to e. If the cycle is evaluated in

an eager fashion (i.e., assume that all predecessors are up-to-date and add

successors to the evaluation queue if the variable’s value changes), then since

a and c have the same position numbers, c may be evaluated first, which is

incorrect. However, there is no way to know that a no longer depends on c

before a is evaluated. Thus there is no way to prevent the eager evaluator

from evaluating c first.

Finally, the eager-evaluation algorithm avoids recording self-circularities.

It does this by adding a test in get _value that checks whether a variable that

is demanded by a formula is the same variable that the formula is trying to

compute (in get_value the added test is demanding_var + v). Ignoring self-

circularities is the simplest way to handle them since the variables will end

up with the same value regardless of whether they are evaluated as cycle

variables or normal variables. However, it is more efficient to evaluate them

as normal variables. Additionally the strong-connectivity algorithm used in

reorder cannot detect self-circularities without special-case code, so it is

easier to avoid the problem by not creating the dependency.

4.5 Other Implementation Issues

Each time a constraint is evaluated, its value is cached so that the next time
the constraint’s value is requested, the constraint will not be reevaluated

unless one of the variables it depends on has changed. Similarly the values of

paths can be cached to improve efficiency. For example, in the labeled box
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example presented in Section 2.4, the label accessed the position of the box

using the path self. parent. box. The first time this path is evaluated, the

constraint solver can cache the resulting pointer to the box, so that as long as

the variables comprising the path do not change, the constraint behaves as a

direct reference constraint. The variables on this path still maintain depen-

dency pointers to the constraint, so that if one of these variables changes, the

path can be reevaluated and a new value cached for it.

Another optimization that has been used in Garnet is constant propagation

[Myers et al. 1994]. The user is allowed to declare certain slots in an object to

be constant. This information is then propagated by the constraint solver to

other slots. If a constraint depends only on constant variables, the constraint

solver computes the value of the constraint, stores the value in the slot,

declares the slot constant, and throws away the constraint. This technique

saves time and space, since fewer constraints must be evaluated, and the

storage for discarded constraints can be reclaimed. For example, constant

propagation eliminates 30 of the 43 constraints in the text button discussed

in Section 1 and results in a space savings of 27% [Myers et al. 1994].

Another implementation issue that arises is what to do with constraints

containing pointer variables that are unbound or which reference deleted

objects. The two options considered in Garnet were (1) to destroy the con-

straint, keeping its previously computed value, or (2) to keep the constraint

and return its previously computed value. Under option two, the constraint

would be evaluated again once all its variables point at valid objects. We

settled on the second option since, in many cases, the constraint will be used

again. For example, a feedback object connected to an object that gets deleted

should retain its constraints so that it can be connected to other objects.

5. IMPLEMENTATION EXPERIENCE

Currently, Garnet uses lazy evaluation and a modified user-controlled ver-

sion of caching, which evaluates a path the first time the constraint is

evaluated and then ignores it if the user assures the constraint solver that

the path will never change. On an HP720 workstation running Lucid Com-

mon Lisp, an indirect reference to an object through a variable (e.g., self obj-

ect_ over. left) requires roughly 182 microseconds, whereas a direct reference

(e.g., menwiternl .Ieft) or a reference that uses a cached path requires roughly
114 microseconds (the figures are approximate because they assume that the

requesting variable is the only variable that depends on the demanded

variable-each additional dependency adds 0.2 microseconds to the access
cost). If a constraint does not have to be reevaluated, its previously computed

value can be accessed in 9 microseconds, regardless of whether it is a direct

or indirect reference constraint. Finally, a variable can be marked out-of-date

in 70 microseconds. Garnet’s constraint solver can solve indirect reference

constraints quickly enough to allow feedback objects to track the mouse in

real time or to perform smooth, real-time animations, even in large, con-

straint-based applications. For example, the Lapidary interactive design tool

[Myers et al. 19891 consist of 16,000 lines of Lisp code and 16,700 constraints,
all of which are indirect reference constraints, and is fast enough to provide
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Table I

Update Metiod ~xecu[ion ConsVaint Overhead

Othelfo 6.6 82% .7 970 .76 9%

Menu Palette 10.3 88% 1,0 9% .34 3%

Motif Widgets 14.5 75% 3.9 2(MO 1.0 5%

Arithmetic Editor 10.5 80% 1.7 13% .95 7%

Cumulative number of seconds and percentage time spent updating the display, evaluating

constraint methods, and maintaining the constraint system (e.g., addingtdeleting constraints,

invalidating variables, and updating/creating dependencies) for a number of benchmark applica-

tions.

instantaneous feedback to the user. The disparity between the number of

lines and the number of constraints is explained by the fact that many of

Lapidary’s constraints are defined in the widgets used by Lapidary.

Profiles of various Garnet applications indicate that the constraint solver is

efficient. For example, Table I shows the cumulative times required to update

the display, execute the constraint methods, and perform the overhead

required to maintain the formula and dependency graph data structures in a

number of Garnet applications, including a game of Othello, a palette of

menus, a palette of Motif widgets, and an arithmetic editor that allows box

and wire diagrams of arithmetic expressions to be constructed. These times

indicate that the constraint overhead is typically a relatively small fraction of

the method execution time, which in turn is dominated by the time to update

the display (in Othello, the method execution and constraint overhead times

are roughly equal since the methods are usually simple). The times for the

constraint overhead are somewhat inflated by a number of features that

Garnet offers (but which are not reflected in the algorithms presented in this

article), including constant checking, circularity checking for debugging pur-

poses, dynamic type checking, and optional calls to “invalidate” and “pre-set”

methods just before a slot is invalidated by nullify or assigned a new value in

get-value.

The current version of the eager evaluator requires 224 microseconds for a

direct reference to an object and 441 microseconds for an indirect reference to

an object (this is also on an HP720 workstation running Lucid Common Lisp).

If a constraint does not have to be reevaluated, its previously computed value

can be accessed in 12 microseconds. These times assume that the variable

whose value is demanded has only one dependency edge. Each additional

dependency edge adds 0.2 microseconds to the access cost. The difference in

performance between the lazy and eager evaluators is to be expected since, in
addition to evaluating the formulas and setting up dependencies, the eager
evaluator must also compare position numbers, possibly do reorderings if the

position numbers are out-of-order, generate new position numbers, manage a
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priority queue, and do circularity testing. However, since the eager evaluator

does not have to do the bookkeeping of marking variables out-of-date, it may

examine fewer equations than the lazy evaluator and thus take less time

overall. In general, since a direct reference takes the eager evaluator 110

microseconds longer, and an indirect reference takes the eager evaluator

roughly 260 microseconds longer than the lazy evaluator, and since marking

a variable out-of-date takes the lazy evaluator 70 microseconds, the lazy

evaluator will tend to perform better than the eager evaluator unless the

ratio of equations marked invalid to equations actually evaluated is well over

2 to 1. In most applications that we have tested Garnet on, the ratio of invalid

equations to equations actually evaluated is under 2 to 1, so it is probable

that the lazy algorithm will be retained as the default constraint solver.

However, we are considering providing the eager evaluator as an alternative

choice for application designers who believe that their applications would

benefit from eager constraint solving.

6. RELATED WO.RK

While pointer variables are commonly incorporated in programming lan-

guages, they have been incorporated only recently in their full generality in

constraint systems. ThingLab [Borning 1981] provides a limited form of

indirect reference constraints. Designers can construct path names that allow

a constraint to traverse a structure hierarchy to find an object. If one of the

components in the structure hierarchy changes, the new object will be

automatically referenced by the constraint. However, the constraint-solving

algorithm does not support arbitrary references to objects through pointer

variables.

Coral also supported a restricted version of indirect reference constraints

[Szekely and Myers 1988]. Coral allowed designers to declare the slots of an

object that could be used as pointer variables for indirect reference con-

straints. Designers could define constraints then that accessed objects indi-

rectly via these variables, like Garnet allows. However, the Coral pointer

variables were not completely integrated into the constraint system. A special

“set-variable” procedure was required to set the values of these variables.

Programmers had to know whether a slot of an object was a pointer variable

or not, and use the appropriate procedure to set it. Additionally, the values of

pointer variables’ could not themselves be defined using a constraint, thus

restricting the applicability of the indirect reference constraints.
Penguims [Hudson 1990] and Eval/vite [Hudson 1993] support a model of

indirect reference constraints that is somewhat more restricted than the one

presented in this article. The newer system, Eval/vite, allows constraints to

be written in a limited subset of C + +. Iteration is not yet supported, and

constraints cannot have a variable number of inputs, which precludes writing

constraints over dynamic sets of objects. Both of these restrictions may be

lifted in the future. The restriction that constraints can only have a fixed

number of input variables does lead to a more efficient implementation,

because it is never necessary to dynamically add or remove edges from the

graph. Since each variable has a fixed number of input edges, it is possible
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simply to adjust edges instead. For example, if a pointer variable causes a

constraint to reference B. left rather than A. left, the incoming edge can be

adjusted so that it originates from B. left rather than A. left.

Rendezvous [Hill 1992; 1993] supports indirect constraints for both the

sources and targets of a constraint, permits both variable numbers of sources

and targets, and allows constraints to consist of arbitrary Lisp expressions.

Rendezvous provides support for side-effects and multi-output constraints,

and prevents constraints from executing before all their inputs have been

initialized. Rendezvous uses eager evaluation, but it differs in two respects

from the algorithm presented in this article. First, it does not use position

numbers but instead uses depth-first search to visit and topologically order

all the variables in affected,. Then it evaluates all the variables in affected,.

This approach may evaluate more than the minimum possible number of

variables (because changes may quiesce), but it does not have the overhead of

computing position numbers.

Second, Rendezvous takes a pessimistic approach to evaluating constraints

whereas the eager algorithm presented in this article takes an optimistic

approach. Rendezvous will not try to evaluate a constraint until it is sure

that all of the constraint’s predecessors have been computed. Rendezvous

knows the constraint’s predecessors in advance because it uses a combination

of programmer-written source specifications and compiler inferencing to iden-

tify these predecessors statically. If there is any doubt as to whether a

constraint should be evaluated, the constraint will be temporarily deferred.

In contrast, Garnet does not determine a constraint’s inputs until the con-

straint is evaluated. Thus there is no way to predict in advance if a con-

straint’s position number is still valid, and the constraint is evaluated on the

assumption that the position number is valid. If during the evaluation a new

predecessor is computed which causes the constraint to become out-of-order,

the evaluation will be terminated.

The absence of an input expression has the disadvantage of causing Garnet

to start evaluating some variables prematurely. However, by detecting sources

dynamically, Garnet can determine the exact set of sources used by a

constraint on each invocation. In contrast, Rendezvous identifies the sources

statically, which requires that all potential sources be listed. On any given

constraint invocation, the set of sources actually used may be a subset of the

sources listed. For example, if a constraint has a conditional of the form:

d.left = if (self.temperature > O) then (b.left + 10) else (cleft+ 10)

then the potential set of sources is the set {self. temperature, b.left, cleft}, but

the actual set of sources is the set {self. temperature, b.left} if self.temperature

is greater than O, and {self. temperature, cleft} if self. temperature is less than

or equal to O. Consequently, the static specification of sources generates a

worst-case dependency graph that may appear circular (when it is not) or

otherwise unsolvable (when it is solvable). In practice, it appears that such
worst-case dependency graphs may cause some loss in eflkiency because

constraints are unnecessarily reevaluated (e.g., a change to C. left will always

cause the above constraint to be reevaluated), but that they do not create
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circular or unsolvable graphs that would not otherwise exist. The problem

with overspecification can be solved by allowing programmer-written specifi-

cations to be dynamically evaluated,5 although programmer-written specifica-

tions introduce a potential source of errors that automatic source detection

avoids.

Alphonse [Hoover 1992] is a program transformation system that takes a

program annotated with Alphonse notations and converts it to an incremen-

tal program. Both caching and incremental graph evaluation algorithms are

used to implement the programs. Like the indirect reference constraints in

this article, Alphonse supports pointer variables and dynamically changing

sets of input variables. The description of Alphonse by Hoover [1992] does not

specify a specific algorithm that should be used for evaluating variables.

However, it does describe how the dependency graph is dynamically main-

tained, and its approach differs from the timestamp approach used in this

article. Alphonse maintains dependencies by removing all predecessor edges

immediately before a formula is evaluated and then adding new edges during

the current evaluation of a formula. While this approach is more efficient

than using timestamps (with timestamps one must first determine whether

there is a preexisting edge), it cannot be used in our implementation because

Garnet must be fault tolerant—if a formula crashes, the system must retain

enough information to properly evaluate formulas once the appropriate vari-

ables are given new values. As pointed out in Section 4.2.1, if edges are

removed from the dependency graph before it is certain that they are no

longer needed, it is not possible to guarantee that formulas will be properly

evaluated in the future if they crash.

Many other systems, such as Sketchpad [Sutherland 1963], CON-
STRAINTS [Steele 1980], Grow [Barth 1986], Apogee [Hudson 1989], Peridot

[Myers 1988], COOL [Kamada and Kawai 1990], the Cornell Synthesizer

Generator [Reps and Teitelbaum 1988], MetaMouse [Maulsby et al. 1989],

and CONSTRAINT [Van Zanden 1989], have used constraints but not pointer

variables.

Pointer variables have been explored also in several somewhat different

constraint contexts. Kaleidoscope [Freeman-Benson 1990] supports a differ-

ent type of abstraction—constraint abstraction rather than procedural ab-

straction—in which procedures (called constraint constructors) consist of a

set of constraint statements and produce as output a set of constraints

instantiated with the parameters passed to the procedure. The constraints

may contain indirect references, such as rect. Iell = object_ over. left. Kaleido-
scope has a well-defined notion of time, and at each user-directed advance of

time, object_ over may be rebound. Internally, Kaleidoscope treats a rebind-
ing as the retraction of one constraint (rect.left = A. left if object_ over used to

point to A) and the assertion of a new constraint (rect. left = B.left if object_ over
now points to B). Thus Kaleidoscope can satisfy constraints using an appro-

5The Rendezvous constraint solver supports these programmer-written specifications currently.

The source expressions to be evaluated dynamically are specified by filling in code templates.
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priate algorithm that handles direct references, such as DeltaBlue

[Freeman-Benson et al. 1990]. The pointer model presented in this article

differs from the Kaleidoscope model in that pointer variables are directly

handled by the constraint satisfaction algorithms rather than by asserting

and retracting constraints.

Pointer variables have been examined also in the context of logic-oriented

languages, such as CLP [Jaffar and Lassez 1987], Prolog3 [Cohen 1990], and

Concurrent Constraint Programming [Saraswat 1989]. Pointer variables can

be represented as unbound variables that can be subsequently unified with

some object. The programmer can represent changeable state by asserting

and retracting clauses and constraint relationships over time. These asser-

tions and retractions allow the same constraints to be instantiated with

different objects at different times.

Term-rewriting systems provide yet another means for representing pointer

variables within constraints. Bertrand [Leler 1988], Siri [Horn 1992a; 1992b],

and Equate [Wilk 199 1] are several examples of such systems. Term-rewrit-

ing systems bear a certain resemblance to logic languages in that the user

writes a set of rewrite rules, each of which contains a pattern as a “head,”

and one or more expressions as a “body.” These systems transform expres-

sions by searching for subexpressions that match the patterns in the heads of

the rewrite rules, and replacing them with the expressions in the body of the

rewrite rules. Term-rewriting systems are not as expressive as logic programs

because they do not provide the full power of unification. However, just as in

logic languages, a programmer can simulate pointer variables by adding and

deleting rewrite rules over time.

Both the logic-oriented approaches and the term-rewriting approaches

differ from the Garnet approach in style and in the types of algorithms used

to solve the constraints. Garnet represents pointer variables explicitly in the

language and allows them to be directly manipulated by the user. The

algorithms that Garnet uses also handle pointer variables directly. In con-

trast, the logic-oriented languages and the term-rewriting systems represent

pointer variables implicitly. Users cannot directly change the objects refer-

enced by constraints. Rather, the old constraints are retracted, and new

constraints that reference the changed objects are added. The constraints

themselves are still direct reference constraints, and the algorithms that

satisfy them can handle only direct reference constraints.

There are many domain-dependent constraint satisfiers, such as simulta-

neous linear equation solvers [Leler 1988; Li 1991; Van Wyk 1982], nonlinear

solvers [Dennis and Schnabel 1983; Witkin and Welch 1990], and inequality

solvers [Jaffar et al. 1992], that can solve more expressive constraints than

one-way constraints, but they are less flexible, since they are limited typically

to one domain, and they are slower on the subclass of constraints that

one-way constraint satisfiers can solve. All of these solvers are incapable also

of handling pointer variables.
Domain-independent, multiway constraints are also more powerful than

one-way constraints, but they can produce unexpected results and may fail to

find a solution when one exists [Hudson 1993]. Both of these drawbacks arise
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from the need to plan first how to satisfy the constraints, before actually

satisfying the constraints. Typically each constraint has multiple methods for

solving it, and the plan selects one method for each constraint [Freeman-

Benson et al. 1990; Gosling 1983; Vander Zanden 1992]. The methods are

executed then in topological order, just as in one-way constraint solving. Thus

the algorithms presented in this article can be used in the evaluation phase

of multiway constraint satisfaction. The problem with manageability arises

because the constraint solver may choose to solve a constraint in an unex-

pected way. For example, suppose the variable right is changed in the

constraint right = left + width, and the planner decides to change left. If the

user expects it to change width, then the object will move instead of resizing,

much to the user’s surprise. The notion of attaching priorities to constraints,

called constraint hierarchies, has been advanced to help the user better

manage this problem [Borning et al. 1987]. However, there are no widespread

studies on their usefulness to programmers or on whether they fully solve the

manageability problem. Until recently, multiway solvers were considered too

slow to incorporate into user interface systems, but this has changed with the

introduction of fast incremental solvers, such as IncrementalPdof [Vander

Zanden 1992], DeltaBlue [Freeman-Benson et al. 1990], and SkyBlue [San-

nella 1992], and the use of optimization techniques such as constant propaga-

tion and plan caching [Freeman-Benson 1989; Maloney et al. 1989; Vander

Zanden 1988]. However, each of these algorithms has drawbacks. Incremen-

talPdof does not incorporate a management scheme like constraint hierar-

chies, and DeltaBlue and SkyBlue are not designed to find solutions to a

constraint graph with cycles.G Until these problems are solved to the satisfac-

tion of programmers and users, one-way constraints are likely to remain

more popular.

7. FUTURE RESEARCH

There are several directions for future research. First, we are examining

graphical means of tracing constraints so that designers can debug them

more easily [Myers 1991]. Another direction for future work is to develop

multiway indirect reference constraint systems. We have a design for a

two-way indirect reference constraint system, based on the ideas in this

article. It is possible also to build multiway constraint systems that support

indirect references, but which internally use direct-reference algorithms.

MultiGarnet, developed by Michael Sannella, is an experimental version of

Garnet which uses such a scheme. MultiGarnet uses a direct-reference
algorithm called SkyBlue [ Sannella 1992] that extends the DeltaBlue multi-

way constraint algorithm [Freeman-Benson et al. 1990] to handle multi-out-

put constraints and to handle cycles more gracefully. Currently, MultiGarnet

handles changes to indirect references by removing the changed constraint,

‘A constraint graph is undmected-finding a solution involves directing the edges to form a

directed, acyclic dependency graph. Typically, multiple dependency graphs can be extracted from

a constraint graph, depending on how the edges are directed. If one of these dependency graphs

is cyclic, then the constraint graph is said to be cyclic.
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and re-adding it with the updated reference. SkyBlue is designed to add and

remove constraints quickly, but this particular situation might be handled

more efficiently using algorithms such as those described in this article.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Indirect reference constraints extend significantly the potential uses of con-

straints in interactive applications by allowing constraints to express the

dynamic behavior that occurs inside an application’s window. These con-

straints can be used to specify animations and feedback that operate over
dynamic sets of objects, implement copying and instancing of structured

objects in prototype-instance system, simplify the creation of prototype ob-

jects from example objects in demonstrational systems, and specify layouts

abstractly. Also indirect reference constraints open the way for constraints to

be used in maintaining pointer-based data structures, such as lists, trees, and

graphs. Their programming style is simpler and more effective than conven-

tional constraints. They improve the efficiency of applications. And they

decrease an application’s storage demands. Because of their flexibility and

ease of use, indirect reference constraints permitted a comprehensive user

interface toolkit, Garnet, to be built on top of the constraint system (in
previous toolkits, constraints had been built in at a higher level, and low-level

parts of the toolkits were not implemented using constraints). Many applica-

tions with thousands of indirect reference constraints have been built using

Garnet, thus demonstrating the usefulness of these constraints. The develop-

ment of indirect reference constraints represents an important step toward

the development of a general-purpose, constraint-based, interactive program-

ming language.
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